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ForewOrd
Marine education is a relatively new term, embracing a
multi-disciplinary approach tolearning about the marine
environment: how it relates to people and how people
change and relate to it. These units are intended to serve
as points of deriatture for teachers and students who
desire to increase their awareness of the watery world of
this.blue planet. Each unit includes ideas and activities
drawn from a variety of content areas so that teacheys of
many different'subjectsat Ithe itinior high and middle if
school levels Can make use of them. -These units maybe
used in their entirety or used as idea or activity sources to'.
infuse into the usual curriculum.

,

Our objective is to help teachers make learning more
water- related. We did not plan a stitictural sequence of
topics forgrades five through nine, but rather,offer these,
teachers guides and student pages for your consideration.

The genefal focus within these units -is -the Gulf of Maine.
As the Gulfexterids.from Cape Cod to Nova Scotia it -

washes an extremely long and varied coast. We -have,
dredged and selned,themes from the activities, congerns,
organisrnsAessels and the past of this vast.watery region
of North Anierical We aim to be inclusive rather than
exclusive, suggestive rather than factual, and stimulatirig
rather than expert. Our hope is that your students will
become more questioning,interesfed, and critical of watery.
concerns. We hope your use Of these materials will add
water back into our culture.

V

S.

John W. Butzow

dr.

ge
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The broad; purpose of marine education is to develop a marine literate citizenry;
than is, -to erhiCate our students about the fundamental importance:Olthe con-
nections of human caltyre.to OK marine and aquatic environment. The general
purpose of-the marine education inftision,Units,in this teriesis toiprovide teaching
tnerieripl s-to make-this broad purpose possible for middle and junior 4iigh school
tea,chers in Northern New England. The special purpose of What Adventures Can
'You Wave n'Wetlatids, Lakes,-Ponds, and Puddles?' is to make available teacher-
tested ideas and activities for use in yoUr classrGom and on your fieldtrips to wet
environments. .

...: .
, ..,-The important concepts in this unitare. the great diversity of natural communities

ancfthe complex interactions of Ci4uatic-orjanisms. Specific objectives are given for
each ac in Mind two general objectiveS._Students shouldWevelop
improved, knowled4e and increased appreciation of the beauty and complex
relatedness of life. .

i - - .

This-unit is not.a step-by-step piece of curriculum; it is deSigned to allow flexibilityi . -.
on your-part. rt will-be necessary for you to adapt the material tdyoiir students'
abilities -and needs, your access to materials, and the poSsibilities for outdoor "
exctirSidns. . ,. ..

The Northern. New England Marine Education Project values teacher input. This
unit will be introduced in workshops throughout the bi-state region; we welcome
your reactions and ideas for improvement. Feel free to contact us.. ,r

. ,

An Iritiothiction
Tc Wetlands

Wetlands are areas where saturation with water
is the dominant..factor determining the nature of
soil and the types, of plant and animal communities
living in &aeon that soil. Fol the.pUrposes of
human study and management, wetlands definitions
have been developed by the United States Fish and__
Wildlife Service of the Department of the
For technical and background, we
recommend two of -air publications to you;
Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater
Habitats of the United States and Wetlands of
Maine. These are available from the Regional
Wetland Coordinator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, One Gateway Center, Suite 700, Newton
Corner, Masschusetts 02158, telephone (617) 965 ,

5100, extension 385: Maps in the National
Wetlands Inventory are also available from' this
office.

The classifications used here are from the
Wetlands of Maine report. These descriptions

should help students understand the basic
.differences among wetland types: The three general

O

categoriesinland fresfrareas, coastal fresh areas,
and coasi41`saline areaseon-fain a total of
fourteen specific types which are briefly described
here.

Inland Fresh Areas
Seasondlly Flooded Basins; or -Rats, are, ound
along stream courses. The soil is usually well-
drained during the growingseason end often in

--agricultural-use. Thes;are Used at times Iv,
feeding ducks, if they are flooded while food
plants are available.N -
Fresh Meadows. The soil is waterlogged'
throughout most of the growing season. The
vegetation consists mainly of various grasses.
Shallow Fresh-Water Marshes. The soil is
normally water logged during the gr,ol,ving season
and may be flooded at times with as much as
fifteen centimeters of water. Vegetativeitypes are
usually grasses, cattails and bulrushes.

Deep Fres'h4ater Marshes. The soil is covered
with fifteen centimeterSlo one meter of water,
Vegetation consists mainly of cattails, round-
stemmed bulrushes, wild rice, and various other
emergent true aquatic plants.
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Open Fresh-Water Marshes ese marshes are
Covered by open wate to three meters deep
with floating I nts and submerged
vagetation mon plants are pond weeds,
coo , spilterdocks, and water lilies.

hrub Swamp. The soil is normally waterlogged
during the growing season. It may be covered
with as much asfifteen centimeters of water.
Vegetative types are usually alder, button bush,
dogwood, and perhaps willow.

Wooden Swamps. The soil is normal ter-
logged during the growing seas . e swamps
are timbered with tamarack, red maple, and
black spruce.

Bog. The-stlil is usually waterlogged at all times.
Vegetation in Maine consists of various heath

-Plants and sedges. Common repiesentatives are
leather-leaf, sphagnum moss, cranberry, sedges,
and labrador tea.

Coastal Fresh Areas
Shallow Fresh Marshes. The soil is always water-
logged during growing season and may be
covered by as much as fifteen centimetels of
water at high tide. Vegetation consists mainly of
grasses, cattails and sedges. .

Deep Fresh Marshes. The soil is covered with
from fifteen-centimeters to one meter of water at
high tide during the growing season. Common
plants are cattails, pickerelweed, and wild rice.

OpeA Fresh Water. The soil is covered with
water of variabledepths,usuagy less than three
meters. Vegetation consists of floating and
submerged aquatics such as'pondweeds, coon-
tail; and wild celery.

,Coaitai Saline Areas
Salt Meadows. The soil is always waterlogged
during the growing season but rarely covered
with tidewater. The most common plant is
salimeadow cordgrass.

Regularly Flooded Saltwater Marshes. The soil is
covered at average high tide with fifteen

"centimeters or more of water during the growing
season. The main plant cover is saltmarsh
cordgrass.

Sopnds and Bays are mud flat areas laid bare at
low tide. No appreciable amount of vegetation
has been observed on the mud flats in Maine.

\iVe will focus in this Introduction To Wetlands
upopn two broad typesthe fresh.water marsh and
the \saltwater marsh, and upon the bog: Beyond the
background provided here we encourage you to
refet\ to the multitude of excellent resources
available on marshes and other wetlands. We have
'annotated those which we feel are most appro
priatd for grades five through nine in.our
filmography and bibliography.

The Fresh-Water Marsh
Thee shallow waters are warm in spring and

.
summer, and the nutrients carried in by the strqam
are captured ,zto support an abundance of life. =.'
Waving cattails, bulrushes, and horsetalform thick
growths where the water is not too deep; even
apparently empty areas have dense submerged
plant life.

Marshes provide habitat for a great variety of
birds. To many, spring arrives with the flash and
call of a red-winged blackbird 'and the skimming of
swallows over the emerging green. Even ducks
forget their wariness. One might sec, a longlegged .

bittern stalking frogs and minnows, or curving its
neck and calling, sounding for all the world like
someone driving fence posts. Common snipes
-winnow overhead.

About the only mammals that show up in Qie
daylight hours are the muskratssunning them- .

selves, feeding, or repairing theil- homes. As dusk
falls, other animals' start to move. A beaver might
passiihrough searching for a spot suitable for a
newlhome, and perhaps finds enough food here.
Raccoons and mink prowl with success. The frog
chorns begins to sing. The roar of spring Peepers
deafens.almost everything else. This tiny frog with
a cross on his back can be difficult to find. It ,sits in
a bush near the water's edge, calling with hundreds .

of fellows, until one comes near. Then it stops. The
.solution is to stay very still and try to outwait it. , ,

Then, one might" catch a glimpse.

7



Green and leopard frogs call from the water, and
everywhere there is the high pitched whirr of toads
who have returned to the water for the firdt time
since they left it when they were one week old and
a quarter inch long.

At no time of year is there more Visible life in the
marsh than spring The warming water leads to a
sudden surge of plant life which feeds insects and
other invertebrates; These tiny animals in turn feed
the hordes oremergin§ amphibians and young
birds.

As summer advances and the cattails grow,
animals, become less apparent. In-fall, the rushes
fade and die, the waterfowl leave, the frogs burrow
into the bottom muck, and the muskrats finish off
their-winter homes.
, By winter, the only sign of life might be the 'trail

of a solitary fox, circling patches of dead cattails
and wandering away from a dug up muskrat house.
No matter what the season, the fresh water marsh

tte is a rich and important environment.
Fresh water marshes account for nine out Of

every ten acres of marsh in America. They serve
as water purification systems by taking up, human
produced pollutants as nutrients. Wetlands reduce
the severity of floods by absorbing vast amounts of
wateri0ften their value goes unappreciated and
they are filled, dredged, and altered. Forty percent
of America's wetlaridrhave been destroyed.

The Saltwater Marsh
Tidal marshes have different values to differentt

people The real estate agent sees them as having
great potential once drained and filled. Many others
see them as havens for a variety of wildlife:

If left as a natural ecosystem, what is a marsh's
real value? The marsh grass serves as a source of
.potential energy. This energy source is continually
being 4apped by marsh grass herbivorestand
bacteria. Mechanical breakdown by waves and tidal
flow is aid° constant. Energy, in the form of

S

particulate organic matter or detritus which
contains essential nutrients such as phosphates
and nitrates,.id continually being released into other

Areas of the ecosystem.
These nutrient salts are as vital to the growth of 'c

Aquatic plants as they are to that of terrestrial
.plants: Nitrated and phosphates released from the
marsh storehouse are taken up by the microscopic
aquatic plants, known as phytoplankton, as well as
by the large algae and aquatic spermato5hytes.
The nutrients which are incorporated into their
tissues, are also taken up by the living marsh grass
to be stored and eventually releaded. The detritus
may be utilized immediately as food by a variety of
organisms in the ecosystem, including small fish,
shellfish anc: crustaceans. This nutrient soup is a
source of the richness of marsh life.

As the phytoplankton flourish on the contri .

butions of the marsh, they form the primary link in .

the aquatic food chain. That chain extends through -

a series of consumersherbivores and.carnivores--
an-d ultithately to a form of .food that may be
utilized by people. in the form of larger fish and
shellfish. At all links in this chain, death and
decomposition continually occur, making nutrients
available in a formAat can be used by different
plants and animals in the ecosystem.

One of the .unique features of the tidemarsh
ecosystem is,the fact that much nutrient material is
not lost, but is efficiently retained within the
system. Tidal ebb and flow continually distribute
nutrient material in its various forth:, throughout all
parts of the system. Because the life cycles of such
organisms as bacteria, phytoplankton, and the
smailer animals inhabiting the System are relatively
short, the turnover is rapid and nutrients are
seldom locked in unusable form for long periods of
time. In this way, the systein is self-sustaining.

How do the/sea fisheries, and therefore
people,. benefit from the estuarine-tidemarsh
ecosystems along the coastlines? Theanswer is
that many species which are of tremendous
economic value depend upon this type and
of environment during all.or part of their life cycles.
Oysters, shrimp, and manhaden subsist largely on
the organic matenals providekn the estuarine- .

tidemarsh environment. It is ajsb the nursery for
many other important SOcies of fish and shellfish.

Salt marshes are among the most productive
areas in the world in terms of basic nutrient's -
proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. This may vary
from a prochiction of 27.51-to 110 kg of nutrients
per acre per day.

Two and one -half tons of nutrients per acre per
year are flushed into the sea as basic food for sea
animals. These nutrients are gassed along through
a whole complex of food chains and webs and are
essential tOthe production and maintenance of
shellfish andtfinfish, waterfowl, and furbearerd as
well as people.
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The Bog
lntiabited by sphagnum moss, cotton grass,

sedges, rhodora, Labrador tea,-conberry, leather
'leaf, sundews, pitcher plants, bladderwort, orchids,
black spruce, and larch, bogs are one of the most
unusual and beautiful wetlands in Northern New
England. Rare plants give thema special edu-
cational and scientific value. To survive in bogs all

-plants have evolved adaptations to acidic and-
nutrient-poor water. Deer, moose, and rabbit
tracks are found in bogs although little is known
about tie utilization of then) by mammals.

Once left alone and seldom jisited except by
hardy botanists, the economic ',value of bogs is now
being intensively explored. Mei great value of peat
as do agricultural amendment tp revitalize soil and
its potential value as a fuel souke will make the ,
use of peatlands atr important issue in the next few
years. This would be an excellent and timely
source of research projects and class discussion.

An Introduction
To Streams
The Physical Nature of
,the Stream Habitat

Natural woodland streams tend to have alter-
riffle or shalloi.i7 and pool or deep areas,

especially where the stream bottom is coarse.
The areas tend to alternate at regular intervals
when the substrate is gravelly. The larger paiticies
in the substratum, such as stones, gravel,and
boulders, are most common in riffle areas. Finer
silt, sand, and_61ganic detritus pales accumulate
in the paQls. The occurence of the riffle and pool
pattern in most streams is a product of a variety of

5
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physical forces exerted by the running water and
by the material through which the water flows. This
pattern has a great effect on the stream biota. `

Riffles are characteristically shallow water areas
,of the stream. The water velocity usually reache's
maximum here. This factor, coupled with the large
size of the stream bed particles, gives a turbulent,
roiling nature tothelloik. Such turbulence is

'importantin initiating displacement and down-
stream movement of gravel and small rocks, but of
biological important is its aeration property.
Oxygen ,and carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
mix with the stream water and thus are made
available to stream organisms. Higher stream
velocity in the riffle area also precludes the
accumulation of fine organic and inorganic
sediments and limits the number of aquatic plants
that are able to grow there. Although small organic
materials move through, the riffle area, large
organic debris like leaves, sticks, logs, may often
collect around the large streambed particles. This
material may provide food and shelter for a
number of aquatic insects and otherorganisms.

Pools are generally the deeper areas of the
stream where water velocity is reduced and more
uniform. Sand, silt, and fine organicmatter, which
are displaced from upstream riffle areas, accum-
ulate on the stream bottom, providing a good
habitat for rooted aquatic plants. In some pools,
accumulations of coarser organic matter like dead
aquatic plants or tree leaves can occur:Alcoves
and stream margins tend to follow similar patterns.

Temperature
The.temperature of stream water varies much

more rapidly than that of rivers or lakes. Due to
the turbulent nature of the streamflow, strat-
ification is not possible. Daily temperature cycles
are ofretr ex ibited with maximum temperatures
usually occuring he afternoon and minimum
temperatures occunni-sboxtly before sunrise.
Seasonal temperature patterns aralso evident.

Stream temperature may -be modified by many
factors. Spring-fed streams tend to show a more
constant pattern of water temperature than do
other.types of streams. They are cooler in summer
and warmer in winter, than other streams. Shading
by streamside vegetation will reduce solar radiation
and deep a stream cooler. The source of water
flowing into the stream may also greatly affect the
temperature. Groundwater or snowmelt water will
cool the stream; water flowing in from sunwarmed
fields or woods will increase strealt temperature.

Water Chemistry
One chemical characteristic of stream water

which is of.great importance to aquatic life is the
occurrence of dissolved gases. The two gases
essential to life, oxygen and carbon dioxide, are
normally at or above saturation levels in the water
of small turbulent streams. This phenomenon,
however, may be modified by a number of factors:
the occurrence of aquatic plants, the water



temperature (cooler water holds more oxygen than
warmer water), the accumulation of organic matter,
and, the source of the stream water for example,

'spring water is bften completely de- oxygenated).
Other chemicatcharacteristics which may affect

stream biota are alkalinity/acidity (pH), the occur
're.nce of dissolved ions, and the presence of
inorganic or organic pollutants, and toxins.

Human Use of the Stream

Trop{
Recreational uses of thy stream zi\ Fe. important,

especially in the sport of fishing. and salmon
are'pari of the aquatic food chain that.are
indicators of the health of the stream environment
and are sought by fishermen. Changes in the
natural balance of the stream has adversely
affected the biota and resulted in the loss of these
sport fish in some waters. ,.: .

Proper management of the streams and rivers to
accommodate all organisms ought to be considered
in human projects, such as when large dams and
check dams are being constructed. Other projects
on rivers and streams have led to the placing of

boulders and rocks along the banks, calling
riprapping, and the channelization of stream beds
and banks.

Urbanization and suburbanization can affect the
stability of the slopes surrounding the stream
and cause erosion. Runoff from storm sewers often
flows into streams which increases their velocity.
This causes the natural banks to erode. An
increased flow of water causes flooding down-
stream which is undesirable to residents there. The
natural meander is a marvelous habitat for
organisms, especially in the pools. It is quit
aesthetically pleasing to observe a stream in this
state of equilibrium. Urbanization necessitates the
riprapping or channelization of the stream in order
for the water to flow more quickly to the area of
deposition and cause less damage to the property
owners. Urbanization upstream may also cause the
dumping of refuse and settling of the land as well
as erosion. This affects the dowr.stream area aaain.
This is a source of pollutionthe presence of
matter or energy who nature, location, or
quantity produs.e undesired environmental effects.

An Introduction To
Lakes And

1
onds

"It was only an oar:114 pond, in an ordinary
field belonging to an ordiaory fernier; but to those
who had eyes to see, it was full of Marvelous
things. It was a small world in itself, and to the
wonderful creatures that were born, lived, and
died there, no doubt it seemed a very big place
indeeil. ."'

Anne Helena Woodruff
The Pond in the Marshy Meadow (1906)

6

Ah, the eyes to See. The teacher background
information provided here attempts to help you
open your students' eyes to see the beauty and
value of Northern New England's ponds and lakes.
Whether you focus on Lake Winnipesaukee or the
nearby frog pond, there is magic for youngsters in
the water of these wet environments. We en
courage you to teach about many aspects of them
and have provided information across several
disciplines.
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The Formation of Lakes
Glaciers formed almost all lakes in Northern

New England by one of three methods. First,
io llows were scooped out by moving ice. Second,
valleys were filled behind dams of glacial debris.
Third, rain flooded glacial kettleholes which were
originally Made by large pieces of ice pushed
underground. Ice later melted and left unusual
shaped depressions.

Glacial formation can be explained to youngsters
by. asking them what happens when you take a_
snowball and pack it very tightlyon a tiny scale
this is what gives birth to a glacier. Snow one
hundred to two hundred feet thick moves because
it cannot support the weight of ice above it; it
becomes a river of ice. The tremendous [orce of
this glacier moved huge boulders anrocli debris.
Today these glacial erratics can be found around
Maine lakes.

The process of lakes and ponds changing over
time to forests is called succession. This process is
at work in even the youngest ponds. When a pond
is first established, pioneer plants colonize its
shores and bottom. As these plants deccmpose,
the bottom is enriched with-organic nutr.e,nts and
new types of,plants take root. As they decay, still
other types will grow; gradually, sediment accum-
ulates and the shores fill in. This process takes
many years depending ti.,\he size of the body of
water and certain geologic Each stage in
succession allows particular plants and animals to
thrive.

Differences
Oceans. are -salt water, whereas most lakes are

fresh water. Oceans have tides and lakes do not.
Many species of wildlife, fish, insects and plants are
indigenous to either the -lake community or to the
ocean community, but not to both.

A natural lake over ten acres is called a Great
Pond. An artificial lake over twenty acres is also a
Great Pond. Although Maine law defines great
ponds, the difference between a lake and a pond is
a matter of local custom. There are 2926 lakePn
Maine larder than ten acres and 2000 lakes between
one and ten acres. This means therens a large lake
for every 11.5 square miles (30 kilometers2) and
every 340 residents. Four and one half percent of
Maine is covered with fresh water, Northern New
England is water-rich Compared to much of the
world.

Pollution
The biological health of a lake can be threatened

by many human activities. Industries and Laves
contribute to the pollution of lakes by adding
chemicals and sewage to the water. These can kill
living organisms. Sometimes water is used as a
coolant and returned to the lake at a temperature
too high for the tolerance of living organisms.

Erosion of soil into lakes is increased by tree
harvesting, agriculture, am.' alteration of the shore-
line. The silt which runs off into a lake caq
destructive topildlife and water quality. Human'
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habitation on farms, in year-round homes. and in
summer cottages can contribute to degradation of
water by adding sewage, fertiliprs, insecticides,
al they chemicals. A conditfon called eutro
fication, which is hi h organic consent and low
oxygen content, c t bekauseci-by runoff.

Water becomin dirty and unusable is harmful to
the wildlife and p ant life of the lake. Polluted water
also destroyS t economic resources of the lake
by precluding its use as a public vvater supply or a
recreation drda.

Manage!nrs
Human management of lakes is common in

Nbrthern New England. Water levels of lakes are
often controlfed by damsand locks. State govern-
ments manage fish special and wildlife
populations through game propagation, fish culture,
and hunting and fishing laws.

Some lakeside areas are managed as parks and
preserve lands. Water quality and development are

(closely monitored by state resource agencies. In
Maine and,'New Hampshire, citizens have become
increasingly involved in processes through which
they can impact the quality of lakes. Private lake
associations formed to protect lakes are very
common in Maine and are organifed into a single
voice as the Congress of Lakes Association
(COLA). Private state-wide-conservation organ-
izations also play a role in influencing lake

a management.
els,

Economic Resources
Careers that are dependent upon a lake area are

innumerable. The economic success of the like.
area is linked to the need for these jobs. Inhabi-
tants of summer cottages need the services or
masons, carpenters, plumbers, electricians, power
and telephone companies, physicians, dentists,
shops and stores, mechanics, gasoline service
stations, a postal service, and realrs. Girls and
boys camps utilize these and many others. They
also hire people to staff the camps.

Public Campgrounds and state parks require
management, service, and maintenance. Marinas
supply needed sales and service to boat owners
and renters Tourism, an important aspect of any
developed lake area, needs restaurants, theatres,
gift shops, sports shops. and public recreation of
many kinds.

State involvement in the lake area includes
administration and resource management, and
enforcement of fish and game' laws. A 16ke that is a
public water supply has need of engineers,
chemists, and managers among (Abets. There is
little commercial fishing in inland waters except for
live bait and eels.

Living Things of the Lake
Students find great interest in the living things of

the lake ecosystem We include species found in
and around the lake any plant or animal that is
part of the lake's web of life and is dependent upon
other members.of the lake community.

Animals include moose, beaver, muskrat, osprey,
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loons, ducks, geese, newts, turtles, raccoons
snakesesongbirds, and many more. Plah Is include
water plants and shore phnts, such as water
plaintain, water lillies, arrowheads, sweet flag, calla,
cattails,,duckweed, ferns, water cress and many,
many more.

Among thk many 'fish found in lakes are
landlocked salrhon, togue or lake trout, As, white
and yellow perch, sunfish, pickerel, smelts, cusk,
catfish, eels, suckers, and minnows. The three
most important game fish ate landlocked salmon,
togue and smallmouth bass.

The landlocked salmon spawns between October
and November in a gravelled area of a lake outlet.
She digs pits by turning on her side and flapping
her fins. The fry emerge from the gravel in June
arid feed on water insects. The older young, called
part, remain in the river or stream for one or two
years. They then go into the lake and feed on
fissmelts, yellow perch, and minnows.

The togue, or lake trout also spawns between
October and November. She lays her eggs on

coarse gravel or a bouldercovered bottom. There
is no nest. The male cleans the rubble by
swimming close to the bottom and occasionally
flips rocks out of the way with his, fins:The female
arrives - awns. Lithe is known of the togue
following the sac fry stage. It is possiBle that the
young go into Beep water to grow. The adulf is a
fish eater; if it is really hungry, i Will eat

:plankton. 4,;.

The small-mouth bass is a valuable game fish.
The nest is prepared by the Male who cleans a
circular area in coarse gravel. Spawning takes
place in June. The male guards the eggs, keeping
them clean with fin movements. He also guaids the
young fry in the gravel. These gradually darken and
become black fry which rise up into the water and
move tow. the nest. The young feed on,minute
anit5--Ts and plankton. Older bass however prefer
fish -nd crayfish for food.'

Some of the insects found around lake areas
include water beetles, dobson flies and hell-
gramjtest giant water bugs, water striders,
caddisflies, dragonflies and damselflies, stoneflies
and mayflies. Insects are extremely important as
food for fish.

The whirligig beetle is a familiar little metallic-
blaek insect which circles and skims on top of the
water. It has a double set of eyes for underwater

lArid abovewater vision and feeds on dead animal
atter and vegetation.
Hellgramites, which are immature dobson flies,

feed on mayfly and stonefly nymphs and serve as
bait for bass. Dragonflies and their smaller
counterpart, damselflies,' are bright colored and
quick iii flight. They are mosquito killers while the
nymph is good for fish. They have double wings,
double eyes, and three pairs of lees. °5

The mayfly is an extremely important food for
gamefish. Since it Ordvides surface feeding for
troutrnariVan angler is happy to see a swarm of

8

mayflies hoverin over a pond. The nymphs are
aquatic and feed on plants and algae. The adylt
lives only a day or two.

Human History .
We recommend choosiag either a local lake

familiar to the students or a well-known lake .with
stateMde significance for the study of human
history. There are many resources available for
your research. Books and periodical literature are
often jound in the local library. The local lake
association or historical society may have print
resources or the names of knowledgeable
individuals available to visit your class. It is-
important to remember to include both Native
American and settlers history in your study.

An Introduction
To Puddles

Many aspects of the hydrologic cycle scan be,
taught using playground or nearby puddles. The
key conaul involved is that of the watershedthat
land are, .Wiined to a defined point, such as a
stream or river. A watershed channels and holds
the rain water which falls on it. Major watersheds
that are commonly referred to in Northern New
England are those of the major rivers like the
Piscataqua and the St. John. Maine and New
Haltripshire enjoy an abundant and high quality
water resource. The region has a moderately high
level of precipitation, low densities of poptilation
and industry, And extensive forest covek.The
forest cover and wetlands hold rainwaters, maintain
groundwater, and even out stream flows.

Your school site is paft of a watershed. Every
drop of rain or tlake of snow which falls on it
enters the water system. The school grounds can
be used to teach about water drainage. When rain
falls, the amount which,enters the ground depends
upon ground cover. A forest cover, for example,
slows the runoff and some of the rain moves down
into the soil to become pare of the permanent
water-table which supplies the land. Rain will run
'off into storm drains from paved surfaces.

A watershed is a complex maze of waterflow
across the land. Puddles are shallow, temporary
collections of rainwater. They may last a few hours
or a few weeks, as in the case of vernal ponds.
These are formed by heavy spring rains and form
an environment conducke to the growth and
reproduction of small plants and animals.
Populations of aquatic organisms change in
response to physical and chemical changes.

Water quality can easily be degraded by surface
mining,clear7cutting of forests, waste disposal, and
a host of other human activities which alter the
delicate ecological balance towardwhich nature
moves. Acid rain is produced when airborne
sulphur and nitrogen oxides combine chemically
With moisture in the air to produce diluted sulfuric
acid and nitric acids. These acids, which enter the

0
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surfaceand groundwater, become one of the most'
serious,envirdnmenial problems iii Northern New
England.

The puddle is a bOdy of wafer which is part of a
much larger System, the hydrological system or
hydrologic cycle, by which water is cycled back to
the upper reaches of the wafershed. Cycling is the
process by which nutrients mp back and forth
between the living and,nonliving Components of an
-ecogrisTem.

Alt

11.
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By examining the flow of water through school
drainpipes, gutters, gullies, and puddles, much can,

,1:e learned about natural processes and extended
to the study of wet environments. We encourage
you to engage in mapping activities, to monitor
flowage, to identify problems, and to study aquatic
life in puddles on the school site and rerate this to
the concept of larger watersheds. ..
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ihn Field Trio
nd Follow-up

: Objective:

0

To explore the species and
energy flow in a marsh
through' the medium of film

'Material,s: Classroom copies of the.marsh Pre
,

arid post:tests found in the pocket of
this guide on page 49.

'Copies of one or both of the films
.around which this adtivity is planned

Timing: Twb class periods

'Procedure: ThiSlesson=woUld serve as a good
introductiOn b your study of wet environments,'
especia!lv if,?. field trip is unavailable. The pre-test
would be a useful-tool for your assessment of
student awareness about niarshes: This would be
followed by viewing one or both of the films and
class discussion and cluestions. On'the.second day
you could teach a lesson on marshes, achilinister
th'e post-test and discuss further the science and
issues involved. These introductory days could be
followed by other activities and indepth student
Projects on aspects of particular interest to them.
The marsh pre-test and post-test may be found in
the pocket on page 49. This sheet may be
thermofaxed and cut into two pieces for use on the
two days of this activity.

0-retest Answers:
t .A marsh-is a tract (*soft, wet land. Many

'

variations.of this answer may be accurate.
2. dna Mightfind murars,ducks, and geese

r of all kinds, racoons, shellfish, finfish,
,heroos,,g411s, egrets, loons, redwing',black-
birds; crabs. and many others..

3. In saltWater.marshes, one might find
sedges, rushes, saltwort. timothy grass, and
the t o common cordgrasses (Spartitia -
alter illoia and Spartina patens). In
fre watermarshes, one would possibly
'find such plants as pink martin, pond fillies,
water bultercups, marsh marigold, caals,
pickerelweed, aliclaeven marsh mallow.

4. Marshes provide food, water purification.
flood control, waterholding capacity,
recreational and edudation opportunities,
and beauty.

5... Marshes 'contribute to animal life with food,
shelter, and an environment for life and

and food
0

bteeding. nursery concept, energy ow, an oo supply are
emphasizedas is the value of marshes.Pedpirk may have a great variety of positive

or negative impacts on a marsh from The-following quesfions could be given to the _
prefection to destruction. students prior to seeing the film s'a that They will

PoitIteet Answers:
Diatoms and relatettphytoplankton and
zooplankton are consumed by larger
organisms'such as barnacles and snails.
Detritus provides nourishment for shellfish
and crustaceans which are eaten by gulls
and other forms of wildlife. Small fish
which eat smaller-forms of marine life are
eaten by larger fish and waterfowl.
Waterfowl'may.Eilso eat marsh plant life.
People are part of the marsh foodsbairt
because they consu lz-Sffeilfish,and
waterfowl-

2. nyiif the following may destroy a marsh:
storms, rise in sea level, dredging, filling,
pollution.

3.* Marshland is being set aside as wildlife
pres-erve. Concerned groups are taking .

legal action to prevent pollution of
marshea. Public education programs have
also been established to increase
awareness of the value of the marshes.

4. Many species' withiir each-of these Wes'
may be found: animal life - muskrats,
raccoons, deer, waterfowl, fish, shellfish,
crabs, and plant life - phytoplankton, algae,
marsh grasses, and flowers.

5. Ma'rshes are important in the regulation of
flociding, the establishment of high water
tables, and the krovision' of water in times
of emergency. Marshes are important as
the nurseryground'or winter stopping point
for many farms of waterfowl and marine
life. The abundance of life in the marsh not
only plays a significant role in the food
web, but also provides aesthetic and ,
recreational opportunities for people.

6. There are many answers to this value-laden
question. It could be a starting point for a
dais discussion of the"value of marshlands.

Films -

Salt. Marsh: A Question of Values was produced
by Encyclopedia Britannica in 1975. It has excellent

It is available from t e University of Maine at ,
color photography nd is twenty-two minutes long.

Orono; directions for ordering may be found in the
Annotated Filmography. It is most appropriate for
older students.

This is a well.organized, concise film on the
ecology of marshes, ending with discussions,of
reasons they shouldsbe preserved. It clearly illus.
trates concepts,of food webs and energy in a
marsh. The narration is oriented toward describing'
the processes taking place in the marsh. The .

1.
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`hive a Specific in mind while viewing the
film. After the' film, these questions should be

.,thoroughlydiScussed.

\
1. Where are salt mArshes most commonly

found? Which.plantipecles dominate the
marshes along the Eastern coast of North
America? \

2. How do tidal currents frOm the sea benefit
the growth and prodiiethity of marsh 8

plants? \
3. Briefly explain how marsh grasses have

adapted to the high salt content of the
estuaries..

4. What, is the basic source of energy'
production in estuaries?

5. Describe, in general, the estuarine food
web.

& Whet is detritus? How is it twined?
7. Briefly deicribei the methods scientists have

used in measuring the productivity Of the
salt marshes? What do these studieishow?

8. ,What effect have' prcjects to reclaim the
marshlands had on the estuarine

'environment? Hovi have these projects
Affected commercial fishing operations?

9. What did you find most Interesting about
the film? .

0

.4.
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Marsh Adventure is also available from UMO. it
was produced in 1954 and shows its age in poetic
dialogue and romanticized and slightly overdone
statements. Nonetheless, it is a worthwhile film
which captures the sights and sounds of a marsh in
our part of theworld.!ft is nineteen minutes long
and in color. Yciu might show it once with apiece
of music playing and then with its sound track.

This film was produced by the Maine
Department of Inland Fish andpame, and consists
of excellent wildlife photography of a typical Maine
marshland. It shows the importance of the marsh
to wildlife and depicts some of the interrelation-
ships of plants and animals in this kind of
environment. The marshes; shown are basically
fresh water, marshes. The plant and animal life
described is typical of such marshes in Maine and
New Hampshire.

The following questions could be given to
students prior to their first or second viewing. The
chart referred to in question one may be found in
the Pocket on page 48.

1. Fill in the chart as you follow the film. Then
you will have the main plants and animals
found in the Maine fresh-water marshes. Be
ready to set up * food webusing the above
information.

2. What information did you find out about
a) the loon, b) the muskrat, c) the osprey?

3. What do you consider to be the main value
of a marsh?

4. To what extent should marshes be filled in
or drained to be used for other purposes?

5. How do osople use marshes?
8. How is a marsh loaned?

O

A Marsh Food-Web
Obieitive: To dernonztrate graphically

the interconnectedness of
living organisms in the marsh

Materials: Thin string
Cards each with the name of one
marsh organism ,
Classroom copies "Salt Marshes -

Food for the Sea" found on page 13.
TiMing Fifteen minutes upward, depending

upon the amount of discussion

Procedure: The ore of either a fresh or
salt water marsh shobld be selected in advance and
their names written on cardboard cards: You will
also need scissors"and a baof easy-breaking
string, such as kite string.

'Ask one student to stand in front of the class so
that others can see the card. Through\ a process of
discussion of which organisms eat other organisms,
allow others to stand next to those holding cards

21
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Salt Marsh Food Web
c

Marsh Grasses on the SAR Meadow
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of organisms they eat or which eat them. These
will:repreSent four, or five member food chains.

Eicainplei_would be:
.diatorro+-MayflyNymph-1-Sunfish.4.-Great Blue Heron

Oetritus.4.-Fiddler Crabt-lo-Ratcoon+-Bacteria '
Constructing the web of life will require your

knowledge and'ability to elicit information from -
youngsters who might get very excited as they are
tied to other organisms. Start with any one marsh
critter' and ask-who-eats it or is eaten by it. For
every direct relationship connect the two students
either by_having them hOld the end of a length of
string you cut or by wrapping the string once
around a wrist. Move fast or the critters will
becorrie restless. Lead the discussion as you
proceed to build -a web of many food chains. Some
students will have several connected.

You may tug at any one organism tb demon
strate how it is connected to all othersdirectly or
indirectly. You may cut a string and ask what.
could happen to the marsh communityif that part
of the web was didturbed.

Substantive discussion, should probably take
place after the web is broken. The discussion -could
include human attempts to control natural envir-
onments, the predator/prey balance in nature,
recycling in nature, and the concept of divcrsity.

Pickle. Jar Ponds
And Plastic Puddles
Objective: To create indoor wet

environments for observation
and study'

Materials:.. Several large glass jars
Living plants and animals collected

from the pond
A children's plastic swimming pool

Timing: One class period for establishing the
environment, up to several more for
observation and study

Procedure for a Pickle Jar Pond: Obtain large
glass containers for each small group of students;
three students to a jar is a workable number. The
lunch program in your school may have two- or
threegallon jars with lids.

Each jar will become its own closed system. Plan
for one period of creating the systems with
ingredients brought from home by students or
perhaps gathered by the digs on afield trip. If you,,,
use tap water, allow if to I5echlorinate for forty-
eight hours before troyousinduce living organisrlit.
It is better to use pond water.

Place a small amount of sand in the bottom of
your pickle jar pond. 'Add rooted aquatic plants
such as Elodea and floating Ones, such as
duckweed. Include small animals like, snails, small
fish, and water insects. Make the jar airtight and
place it in a sunny window. The first class could
include the use of field guides to identify and learn
about the plants and animals being obse'rved.
During-the first few days, organismsniay havt to
be added br removed to achieve a balanced
system. The.amount of light may also need to'be
changed,

You will want to have your students observe
Carefully and respond to thoughtprovoking
questions based on their observations. You may
wish to have each group keep a journal of
thoughts, observations, and answers over a period
of time. The ponds will last all year.

How does your closed system differ frpm
ecosystems in nature?
What food chains do you have in your pond?

14

What is the ecological niche of each organism,
plant, and animal?

What niches are occupied by organisms you
cannot see? You may wish to introduce .

microscope use here;

Study, with field guides and other books, the
morphology and physiology of microscopic
organisms.

Write about the flow of energy through your
ecosystem.

Undertake a population count of the
macroscopic animals in your pond. Graph he
results.
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You may wish to have groups undertake
experiments such as altering the amount of light
available. You may wish to divide your pond into

,small jars first, so as to 'provide control on your
study. What happens when we tamper with our
balanced system?

PrOcedure for a Plastic Puddle: To create a
plastic puddle you will need a small children's
swimming pool, preferably of,hard.plastic form.
With th6,students' help In bringing jars of pond
water and pond life to school, create a puddle
eavironment indoors. You'll want the water to fill

; the pool_tO a depth of 15 cm or less. Introduce
hay,alamander eggs,'algae, frog eg,c masses,
aquatic insects, and;solon.

This is a 'good,spring activity. You are creating
an etwironrnent which in nature study issalted a
-vernal ponda brief seasdnal body of water rich in
aquatic life. k

Allow tiro each day to observe the pond.
. Another unit in this series, Have You Been to the .

Shore Befor ? provides ,good aquarium observation

O

activities inmath, sciencerlangua§e: and a- rt to
which yqu may wish to refer. A hand lensr
microscope will open new worlds for observation of
detail. Language experittiCe stories could be
written bs/ younger children; older -Ones could write
research reports on relationships among, organisms
now living in their classroom.

A Note on Collection of Live Organisms:

Whether you collect as a class or student s collect on their own it
is enormously imtoortant for you to conservation ethic.
Students should colkct only in limited quantities. You may wish to
plan so that everyone does,pot bring in a frokegg miss, for
example. Students,should also think about humane transportation
of living things to school and back to a natural erfironment in
which they can survive.

.

Creating An Aesthetic
ClasSroom Environment
Objective: To establish in your room an

environment of aesthetic
appreciation of natural
beauty

Materials: !Dependent upon which Activities
you'seleat

ti Timing: Variable depending upon your s-;p

selection.of activities

Procedure.: A variety of activities are briefly
described here. We hope that if one strikes your
fancy, you will experiment with it or find a more
detailed description of it elsewhere. Sometimes we
think that art activities.are to be left 16 the
specialist. However, since they are not only
rewarding but elgo,cah reinforce our other
teaching, why leave all the fun to the art teacher?

The activities suggested are, by design, simple
and somewhat openended. They are good
activities for science and social studies teachers for
whom aesthetic education may ba new
experience:

Provide a variety df chpices of activities to your
students and provide a wide variety of materials.
When we are working with matters of taste and
aesthetic appreciation, there are no correct
answers; So be open to your students creativity
and your own.

Sharpening Powers Of Observation
Put a variety of object's from wet environments

on a table and have thestudents.observe them
knoWing that they will.be asked to list and describe
them. Cover theobjects and ask students to write
about them.

A Lake gnmunity-Mural
Use-colored construction paper to cut shapes of

fish, lake inhabitants, birds, insects, plants. Have
the students paste them on a large sheet of mural
papertodepict the lake community.

23
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Fish Printing .
1ng a dead fish with black drawing ink. Pelikan

Encre De Chine 17 Black works well. This process
allows students to copy natural form with
aesthefically.satisfying results. Prints magi be made
on rice paper, cloth, or brown paper toweling.

8

Ink

Fish Printing

Mobiles
Make mobiles using natural objects. Drift.i!ood as

balance arms and black thread to hold balancing
objects works well. Rocks, beach grass, crab shells,
dried plants and other found objects can be
gathered. Make space a part of,the mobilemore
space than objects as there is more water than
land'in wet environments.

Dried Plants
Mount dried marsh grasses on gray, blue, green,

or tan paper to evoke nature's beauty. Leave space
to represent water. You may wish to conservatively
gather grasses for dried winter arrangements for
the classroom.

Wire Butterflies and Moths
Use spool wire or other wire that is,easily bent.

Shape-as desired into moths and butterflies. Wind
body, antennae and outline of wings with scrap
yarn. Use white glue on 3 toothpick to secure the
yarn. Wind the body and the antennae with yarn.
Use white-glue to attach Colored tissue paper on
the underside of the wings.

Framing
When you go on a hike take along,empty picture

frames students have made.of cardboard. Com-
pose pictures in the field by placing the frame over
adtual. material. The purpose of the activity is AO
see the beauty of natural patterns unorganized by
human perception.

Crayon Resist Painting -

Use crayon heavily on white (not just light.
colored) construction paper. Paint over the entire
paper with a thin wash of blue or black paint.
Crayoned drawings will resist the paint. This is
especially effective for underwater scenes.

Yanilnsects and Fish
Lightly draw a penciled outline of the desired

subject on drawing paper. Cover pencil line, with
'white glue. Lay a yarn strand on the glue. Use
yarn, markers, colored scraps of construction
paper, or crayon to mark the details.

Mosaics
Make mosaic pictures-using small rocks and

stones of different colors arid textures.

Soundi and Smells
"Collect" sounds and smells on a field activity

and ask students to recount them in an original .

essay Or poem.

Potato Prints
Carve potatoes,cut in half so that bird and

mammal footprints are raised from the surface.
Print them as they mic,ht be observed on the shore
of a lake, pond, or stream.

Pressed Plants
Collect,- mount, and press seaweed specimens to

give the feeling of growing plants., Press several
because in nature they are found together. Press
and mount marsh grasses also.

Self-Hardening Clay Fish Plaques
Roll clay in a flat sheet one to two cm thick.

Draw the desired fish shape on the clay with a
pointed stick or pencil. Carefully cut it out with a
small knife. Stick a hairpin in top for hanging. Mark
fin lines, gills, and the eye lightly with the stick.

Let the clay fish harden for two to three days.
Paint them with poster colors if desired, using
colored plates from books for authentic markings.
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Potato Printing Footprints\

The:Uses-of-Plants
Inyitea person who can teach -dyeing with

hatural:Plantijnedieinallise of,plants, ur tell about
-.Which;Wild,PlantS;are'goOd to eat: If= allow .

sitidents.the.,§7pPortifilitY,to ptirlue theirsplkcial:
;intereitS-444)yojectS.

Stone; Insects-
/ ,

Select'Sr.liall'smooth stones for insect b6dies.
UseWhite,glUg.to. attach pieces of pipe cleaner for
.leds,.arifenhagsand other body parts. Glue on small
pebbles for;Protruding eyes. Paint markings as
desired:using poster paints.

Slide.Bhow
if school.has a camera, have.students take

piCtures on kfield.trip. Havethem make their own
:set of Slide's of marsh or stream life and provide a
musical Sound track or tapto go with it.

.4% Feel Box
Make'a "feel" box into which students can reach. but not see. 'Change the natural object

feather, a bone, a shelf fungus; a Piece of
weathered wood.

Natural Clay
Model handgathered stream or beach clay into

the shapes of organisms such as snails, rocks, and
birds.

During the course of your study ask students to
leave their creations at school..Letthe room
become full of diversestudint work. Contribute to
this aesthetic classroom environment by leaving
beautiful objects around --a jar of spring
Wildflowers, a favorite shell, a piece of driftwood,
an unusual stone.



Stoqr In.
t` MatSh
to develop an appreciation
-of the,tialae of the salt marsh

--forileoPlefront the early-
Natiae-Ainiricons to the
estoblishinent of the Rahel
Carson National Wildlife
Refage

.Materials: Boolss by and about Rachel Carson

'Tinting Variable depending upon the extent
tewhich you have students pursue
background on Rachel Carson and
undertake thebriefly-described
activities.

_Tiac6er-Student Background:
Marshesare-both an environmental and

historitilaSset to our states, Prior to the 1600's
thiNativeArnericans came -to the marshes each
"s-Pringlo-harvest the fish-and waterfowl. The now
extinct Spl_to4is-or Saco tribe utilized'the marshes
of what is now sauthern.Maine.

European explorers, such as Champlain and
Captain, John Smith, also visited these areas and
were impressed-by. the resources they found. In the
1600'S,,peraranent colonialsettlements were
estabbshed near the marshes. The area was one.of
the few Places- in the state that the settlers were
able to hold'dnring the French and Indian Wars.

The sorb, settlers were attracted to these
wetlands betause.they saw-that the salt hay was a
iraltrable.resource. It was considered the first
important' agricultural crop in the Northeast
during this, time. It was this nutritious grass that
the colonial farmers used as feed for their

-livestotk. FrOm:spring until fall,-cattle and sheep
were turned loOse-to graze on the marsh. During
the,surnmer, farmers cut and stacked salt hay on
racks made of closely packed stakes, called
stai)dles. In winter the cured hay was sledded
brine by horses wearing special marsh shoes made
of oak _slabs:

Thi upland hay used today was called English'
.hay by the &It:Mists. This hay had to be growrit.
With_impOktedSpecies timothy and clover in
order brit to have the nutritional quality of the
salt hay, Ditring:the seventeenth and 'eighteenth
centuries the seeds of thesplants were in short
'supply and therefore the farmers vere dependent
orilthe.sal(hasi.from the Marshes.%

.During thii.time the towns with marsh acreage
--were considered: ery wealthy and competition for

the;iiiiritarcet 'Often led to hard feelings between
neighboring settleinerits.,In the _early 1700's the

:SearbarOUghiariners- and the Gorhamites.had
crisPUteSOver-Whuoi.vne_d_theidarih-The
GorhatnitestrannWihatthelnarshlarid was a
common richness to-be-sharedand the
'SCailbOroirghfariners-claimed it was Scarborough

-18

.*Salt marshes quickly lost their economic
importance in the early nineteenth century when
the seed supplies and improved technology made
upland farMing more practical. This led to the..
steady decline in salt farmS. At the start of the
twentieth century the beaches along the southern
coast of Maine were becoming increasingly popular
and recreational development was already
underway. Railways and seashore trolleys trans-

rted thousands of visitors to the Maine coast in
he summer months. Howl/6r, the marshes were

ignored for a time by these summer visitors and it
was only the.clamdiggers and duck hunters that
visited these delicate areas.

Around the time of World War II, the marshes
became exploited in other ways. As America's .

population and technology grew, marshlands in our
states and elsewhere along the Atlantic toast had
to adjust to people's new.way Of 'life. The marshes
were filled so new roads and developments could
be built. The tidal rivers and bays were dredged
and widened for the larger ships that were being
built. The resulting mud, or spill,. from these
operations was dumped on the marsh which
destroyed the salt hay. Other marsh lands were
used for-garbage dumps and sprayed with DDT 401'
and other nonselective pesticides to control
mosquitoes. In these ways humans were degrading
one of the most productive ecosystems in the
world.

Not until 1950 when the United States had lost
one quarter aits original marshlands, did the
scientists begin to understand the value of our loss,
and to express their dismay to the government and
the public. Maine law now requires that any
construction planned in or near a wetland be
approved by local officials and the state environ-
mental protection agencies-

Maine, with its-20 million acres of land, has less
than 17,000 acres of salt marsh, altotal area about
the size of Sebago Lake. Today about 4,000 acres
of marshland in Maine have been set aside as a
monument to Rachel Carsonwhose books
lapnched the environmental movement.
"Rachel Carson is perhaps best known for her

book entitled Silent Spring-(1962).A book that was
to change the course of history, it created
worldwide awareness of the affects of pesticides
and led to the banning of DDT and other
dangerous chemicals. Giving Miss Carson's name
to the-refuge on Maine'sgouthem Oast was
appropriate for a reason othei than her fame as an
environmentalist. It was in Maine that she chose to
spend her summers from-1946 untirher death in
1964. She called her place on the SheepscotRiver
"my summer home and lab," and there she
completed much of the research and writing for
two of her books, The Sea Around Us (1951) and
The Edge of the Sea (1955). She also.worked on
Silent Spring here. Under the Seawind (1941) and
The Sense of Wonder (1965) are other books
which Rachel Carson wrote. It was her love of the
Maine coast that strengthened a fierce deter.
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urination to see it preserved. It is fitting that a
resource so important and beautiful has been
protected and named for her.

Sketches of Activities:
1. Have students write and present a play

telling about the role of the marsh in regional
hist*.

2. Have students work in groups or individually
on dioramas that depict certain scenes of the
marshland's history.

3. Design and build set of marsh shoes".
4. Design posters With the theme "Protect Our

Marshes" and post them in your school to
make more students aware of their
importance.

5. Have studers write reports on Rachel-
Carsons' boo s and on her life. An excellent
biography was written by Paul Brooks
entitled The House of Life: Rachel Carson
At Work, Boston: Houghton Miffliti, 1972.
An article in the September, 1979. issue of
Downeast Magazine by Robert Deis is
another good resource.

6. Mk your media specialist to set up 'a display
about Rachel rson in- the library.

Further inforniation about the location and
wildlife of the refuge, including maps and brochures
is available _by writing to the
National Wildlife Refuge, aural Route.Two, Box 98,
Drakes Island Road, Wells , Maine 04090.

Hay Staddle
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A Contest:
Doing Your Best
Objective: To bring out the best in your

students' ability to put to use
their knowledge and under-
standing of wetlands, lakes,-
ponds, and puddles-

Materials: Variable

Tuning: The suggestions provided here are
intended primarily as homework.
One or two classes could be util d
for students to share the resul
their efforts.

of

Procedure: Youngsters love contests and they
can be a good motivator if properly managed. The
contest suggestions given here are but a .few of the
multitudinous possibilities. Your creativity will.
provide you with more, and likely, better or more
appropriate ideas for your class or school.

How about these?
An essay contest on the economic value of
Northern New England marshes

A photography contest on lakes or on another
specific environment

If

An art contest of works. inspired by marine
environments or creations utilizing marine
items, such as driftwood, fish skeletons, dried
marsh plants and so on

' A costume contest on marine careers

A poster contest on the theme of wise use and
conservation of resources

A'science fair of projects on wet environments,

A contest of poetry inspired by ponds and ,

streams'

A research contest on the history of, a one-
time marsh that is no longer a' marsh

A contest to see who can tell the tallest fish
tale

Competition can be a difficult, issue with younger
children, as you know. Contests don't have to have
losers. They can be contests with oneself to do-
one's best with the challenge of die theme, or they'
can be bptional, or they can have all winners!

With older students competition is somewhat
keener. This activity can be an opportunity to
encourage creativity but without criticism/of final
results. The interdisciplinary nature of marine
education can provide excellent opportunities to
learn through contests.J
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brimming-brook to a feeble trickle. Bodies of .

fieihWater with increasing size to deeper and more
navigable waters are-Creek, br6ok, stream, and
river. Eventually streams empty into a larger body

'of-water such as,A lake, pond, river, Or another
-,-stream.

"The color-of streams changes as they flow from
meadow to forest, from open Valley to narrow
gorge, from.a sandy bottom to one of mud or silt.

,Pure water is' aoiless;suswinded particlet in the
water impart color to it. ColorS:Tnire-ams-r ct
the hues and shades of the bottom and the color o
the sky, rocks, and trees along the banks. Most of
the bottom color; that tinge the waters are due to
the plant pigments'Of mosses, algae, and
submerged leafy plants.

Turbulent running water makes oxygen available
a keeps the stream% temperature low. The

. conct j-turnover of'water peep.; the temperature
uniform-fro rto bottom. Conditions change
along the length of theitieani;as it progresses
from Cold; swift-flowing-headwaters ,to.warin;
slowly-moVind, muddy waters of the mouth. These

77"-------physiCal:Conditions-alteinate in_thesaine stream
and we find rapids or riffles with hard and rocky
bOttoms and pools with muddy bottoms.
Organism.; found'are veil::: different in rapids and in
pools.

ti

Life an Streams
EaCh,organisM' has developed specialized

features which enable it to survive in a particular
environment or microhabitat of the stream:
Organisms adapt to the different types of stream -
beds and the following is a general description of-

-organiims-andtheir-habitats. The inosf adaptative
And diverse environments are those of the gravel

. and rubblebottomed streams. These carry an
ample supply of food and oxygen to sustain many
types of organisms.

Bottom Organisms live in, on,-or in close asso-
ciation with the stream bed. They will be found as
you turn over stones and stir up the mud and
vegetation.
r3'Pelagic organisms are those 6jhich float or swim
freely through the stream. These are the plankton
phytoplankton and zooplankton. The phyto
plankton are desmids and diatoms. The
zooplankton are protozoans, rotifers, and
crustaceans. Very few live in the fast-moving
streamsbut rather Wit-laver -Siltorr-Tiudbottomed
freshwaters.

. Surfaceorganisms are insects such as water
.striders, _water beetles, and plants such as
ducktVeed. Theyfloat-of glide along the surface
water tension. . 0

'Plants
Plants are the producers of the stream

environment as they are the basicfOod source for
many animals. They appear on the slimy, surfaces
of 1'604 floating on the surface, or attached to

,othertYpes of substrate. The food crop of the
Strearois largely blue-green algae and same species

of diatoms. Diatoms and, blue-green algae are
usually unicellular but occasionally colonial or
filamentous. Diatoms haye a unique silica shell, and
are usually ytIlow brown in color. Primitive algae
which are related to bacteria,.are often microscopic
green plants whicVave no-roots, stems or leees.

Mountain brooks and fast-moving streams have a
species of water hypnum. The stems are quite
durable and wilrnot easily break off in the current.
Othergooted aquatic plants are called macrophytes
and include'some types which are always
submerged such as Elodea which is weakly rooted
in the grayel of slower moVing-streams. The dark,
green, transluCent leaves are arranged in whorls
around the stem. Populations of Elddea have the .

ability to transform the stream to a slower moving .-

niuddy,strearti,because of their ability to reproduce
rapidly;d - P: t

Some other maCtophytes float, such as
duckweed, water hyacinths, and water lilies. Water
lilies are rooted by flexible stems which lower and
raise the leaves. The leaves of water plants have -1

many intercellular spaces within the plant tissue
which allow for greater buoyancy. There are pot
too many types of rooted plants instreams due to
the nature of stream beds and the velocity of the
water flow. Other examples of rooted plants ate
water. crawfoot, Pondweed, and water cress.

The emergent Of ants along the banks are also
important in the stream community. They provide
animal habitats and increase theamount of organic,
matter in the stream. This affects productivity as
well as the oxygen content. These plants affect the
erosion of the slopes surrounding the stream and
change the stream sediment load.

v

Zooplankton
Phytoplankton

Animals
Microscopic animals may live in the open. water,

on the bottom,,or attached to the stems of aquatic
plants. They may be unicellular. or multicellular.
Mot re motile. There are fewer microscopic .

animals in °streams than in ponds. Most common
are worms and protozoans. Vorticella is a very
common protozoan. Worms cling to rocks And live
on the gravel bottoms.



Sponges and brYdzoans are aldo found if you
turn over-rocks. A.spovgeis a st(eleton cf silica
surrdundedby a mass of living Material. Flagella
are present around many pores and channels:,
throughout tht structure. By their waving action,
the flagella move water and food in and out.
BryozoanS; similar in apbearance to moss, are a
'colony of individuals-living in close association. The
animals are hidden under, their observable outer
skeletons and, when undisturbed, move out their
tentacles, to.. Secure' food.

Invettebrates such as clams, snails, and leeches
are also'c-ommon. An arthropod which is famous
for its adaptability and is not an insect as' the
crawdad or crayfish. With its strong walking legs,
powerful tail, and huge.grasping claws, the'crayfish
can withstand, a strong current. There is an
abundanCe of food for-the crayfish' in the stony

A stream bed. This is an important member of the
stream community which eats practically
everything, both plant and'animal. Turtles, birds,
-and triaintrials-Preg, on the crayfish.

The laigest and:most popular-of the stream
animals are the fish. These are the only vertebrates
thatliVe-directly in the water:.

Troia are abundant in fast streams. They hide in
the shade Of overranging logs andbrancheg waiting
for a fly to fall in the water or for a worm or inset
to come into their paths. Trout and salmon are
lied of the same family of fish. They have an
identification mark in commona small, fleshy
adipose fin on the dorsal surface of.the body
opposite the anal fin. Trout are usually restricted to
fresh water but a few migrate between fresh water
and the ocean for spawning. Salmon spend most of
-their adult life in-the-ocean-returning to the fresh
water to spawn where fetched. There. the salmon
also die. Brook and lak trout use gravel beds-of
-their home lakes for spawning. The eggs are
covered by gravel to escape predators.

Several species of minnows may also be fount.

Leech and snails

Shiners develop tiny horns, on their heads which
are characteristic of the males during mating
season.The black-nosed dace can be identified by
a black. band down each side of the body. The
stickleback is easily identified by its dorsal spikes.

These are only some of the fish which may be
found in streams. In muddy streamsf suckers,
northern pikes, catifsh, and yellow perch can also

. be found.
Insects beton. tdalarge inimaklassification

caile-0 the arthr....s, or faint-footed animals. The
characteristics of ar opods are
bodies, exoskeletons, jointed legs, separate-sexes,
and complete digestive tracts with mouth and Anus.
Common characteristics of all insects are three
main body parts (head,_thoral, and abdomen), six
legs, antennae and tracheal tubes for breathing
found in adults. Aquatic forms, have gills, though, in
their immature forms. Many of the characteristics
may be seen with the naked eye-but many others
will be observable only with the use of the micro-
scope. This is true especially When looking at the
eyes and the inouthparts.

Adaptability (*the insect can be seen by
comparison, of the larval and adult forms of the
same species. All insedts.follow similar patterns of
growth along the .two specific cycles. Metamor-
phosis is the process whereby a creeping wingless
larvae transforms into an adult. The cycle may be
as followsegg to larva to pupa to adult. There are
cycles without the pupal stage in which the adult is
a larger replit of the immature form. Insects molt,
which means t t -they lose their outer skeleton as
they grow to next stage of the cycle. Almost all
the water insect follow the cycle without the pupa.

Insects-which inhabit streams must be well--
adapted to the physical and chemical nature of
sucKenvironments if they are to survive. Variations
in life cycle or developmental periods enable most
grotrs to cope with the temperature regimes found
in streams. Other stream parameters seem to be of
less importance in effecting observable changes in
aquatic species. The most significant characteristic
of the stream environment affecting living

-organisms is current. Stream insects exhibit a
multitude of anatomical_and behavioral adaptations
in life in flowing water.

Flattening of the body allows the insect to live in
the.boundary'layer, the thin layer of water sur-
rounding rocks and other objects,in which current
velocity is reduced considerably by friction. Very
small insects canexist in the boundary, layer
without any marked flattening but this adaptation is
quite important for some mayfly and stonefly
nymphs. Flattened insects are also able to conceal
themselves under stones, a protective measure'
against predators.

Streamlining allOWS the-insect to approach 'a
fusifbrm or tapering shape which is the shape most

. efficient in reducing resistance to current. This
adaptation is shown by some mayfly nymphs which
movivabout quite freely in the current.

Hydraulic suckers are exhibited by the highly-

specialized larvae of one fly grouPt.The, suckers



Metamorphosis of Typical Aquatic Insect
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allow the insect to remain attached CO rocks and
Other objects despite strong currents. Movement is
allowed byreleasing and reattaching the suckers in
sequence. '

Increasing the area contacting the substrate can
increase the frictional resistance and make the
organism less likely to be swept off in the current.

.Some insects have certain parts of the body
.flattened on the underside. Thesi:areas, which
often have a fringe of hairs, are called friction pads.
Waters pennies, a group of beetle larvae, are
flattened onthe underside and have an outer ring
of flexible plates which press tightly against rock
surfaces.

Hooks and grapples are-found on various parts
of the body in many aquatic insects, usually at the
end of the abdomen or on legs or leglike
structures. Some are used to grasp roughnesses on
rock surfaces; others attach to-matS ofosilk
secsiled by the insect on' various surfaces. In this '7-4-t\way, the insect is able to hold on even in rapid
currents. 1- -

Quite a. of insects attach themselves or 2.4

their shelters to rocks or other objects with silk ort f!

some type of sticky secretion. This phenomenon is r.
best 4hibited_in certain caddisfly.andfly larvae.
Such atfachments may be temporary.or
permanent.

,A number of caddisfly larvae use stones or larger
sand grains in the construction of their houses.
These heavier particles act as ballast, making the
insect and its shelter less likely-to be swept.away in
fast water: The heavier objects may also be
positioned in such a way as to maintain proper
orientation of,the insect in the current.

A number of aquatic insects possess body spines
in addition to hooklike claws on the legs. ..These
projections allow such animals to fix themselves
among mosses and other plants where current is
often.substantially reduced.

Besides possessing az wide range of
morphological adaptations tr, the stream habitat,
aauatic insects have also evolved successful
behavioral ad=r Ations. Burrowing is a common
behavior exhibitt...1 by animals in response to
current a behai/ior facilitated by long narrow
bodies. The hairs prevent the sjarrounding particles
from comtiletely covering the insect, thus allowing
space for oxygenated water to flow over the body.,
A behavior somewhat analagous to burrowing is
movement into crevices between and under rocks.
Sorne insects show a lightavoidance behavior
which favois,such shelter. In either case, insects
are able to avoid extrerne current.

deo
There is some evidence to suggest that insects

may select certain cutreht conditionsin
accordance with their abilities to resist dislodge-
ment andalso find food and obtain sufficient
oxygen. Such.behavior may change with the
growth and development of the insects.

Despite the preceding morphological and
behavioral adaptations, most aquatic insect
populations are subjected to downstream
displacement, or drift. This may be compensated
for by upstream movement by aquatic forms, but
in most cases.this behavior is thought to be
xhibited by the flying adult forms. These adults
tend to move to the upper reaches of streams
beforedepositing eggs. If it were not for such

compensatory upstream movements, rapidcurrent
areas of streams would be devoid of insect life.

,(
Caddisfly larva

o

At the Stream
First, examine with the whole group the stream

and the area surrounding it in the general sense..
Note the types of plants along the stream and the
amount of sunlight which reaches the water. Point
out riffle and pool areas. Discuss the structure of
the stream and talk briefly about stream
temperature and water chemistry. Have students
each make a sketch map of the stream. Stand
back from the section of the stream under study
and draw its general shape. Indicate where it
widens, narrows, or curves. Show, if possible
where the old meanders were. Include the position
of major features like fallen trees, emergent plants,
exposed rocks, bridges, and so on. Label any other
features that can .be easily seen from the shore,
such as rapids, shallow sections, pbols or bottom
conditions.
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Their sketch maps might show:
river course, width, and flow
shallow and deep sections
river bed conditions (sand, clay, gravel, boulders)
eddies in the stream flow
bank conditions (slope, composition, undercutting,
and so on)
river obstructions
extent of theflood plairl

Have students use their senses to explore the
stream environment. Allow the students to get into
the water if they have the proper gear and clothing.

,Walk around the stream feeling the stream bed or
"the surface- of-rocks to-feel-the:plant growth, the
weathering of the rocks, and organic litter.

Students.may then work in small groups to
%coiled insects which could be brought back and

placed in'thei.;.thite bcttom pans-for grOup
observation. Each group could record the types of

. organisms it finds,'the locations in which they find
them, -and the approximate count of populations.
They should be encouraged to draw the insects, as
this will, sharpen their observations. Have them find
exaMples of the.variotis adaptations. Then,.have' them use "TheField Guide to the Aquatic Insects"
in the pockettof this unit-to learn more about
individual species.

As insects are collected, have stus derits examine
them:with lenses. Find gills; wing pads, and other
structures. Find adaptations. Be certain to have
them return rocks andother..objects to their.
original locations. Ask them to release living
organisms to the stream upon completion of their
observations.

Later, you might have students select an
individual spot within earshot where they will have
fifteen minutes alone to sit silently and observe
with .several senses. Then 'record their observations
and feelings.

Using one's senses is very adaptable and many
ideas can be followed depending on the age level
and size of the group. This can be The of
creativity and personal reflection serving as a break
in the more organized activities.

o

Post-Trip Activities
1. invite a conservation professional from your

local area fo speak to your class about the
local streamstheir problems and
management.

2. Prepare posters of the food.chains/food
webs of the stream environment and
research these differences from other fresh
water environments, such as a river or
pond.

3. Study a pond, river, woodecrarea, or field
and undertake a com; irison of the animal
and plantSpecies using the proper methods
of collection of data and samples.

4. 161ce a booklet of'the information learned
by each student during-the study of the

stream environment. Haveeach student do
his or her own writing, describing=and
illustrating. Gather these fo make the
booklet. The students should work on the
design and the booklet maybe shared with
other classes at your school. Maybe your
class could do a presentatiOn of the things
they learned and enjoyed about the outdoor
'activity.

7,

5. Draw a large moral of the tonal interacting
stream environment with its physical
surroundings and its organisms. Display it
in an area of the school where\many other
classes will see it.

6. AiirgifiRidents to a specific research
project using classroom or library
resources.

7. Write a poem describing the outdoor
experience.

8: Do part of a unit or a special lesson on the
environmental laws regulating the use of
fresh water areas.

9. Debate the development of an,area for
housing in your town versus keeping it as
the natural area of woods and stream. Have
students represent the interests of groups
of developers, conservationists, the local'
people and decisionmakers.

10. Do a microscopic study of the samples
collected. This will require a compound
microscope with high power lenses. Most
schoo4 will have dissecting microscopes
but a high power one may have to be
borrowed.
-

11. Do a study of rocks fou nd along the
stream. Look for fossils and alio classify
the rocks.

Saltwater Marsh Study
Objective: To study the physical charateristics

and biological organisms of the
saltwater marsh

Field Site: Any saltviater marsh

Materials: This list is rather large. It represents
equipment that could be used for a wide variety of
activities depending on the age and background of
the group. After determining which aspects of the
study you wish to undertake, scale the materials
down accordingly.

Camera
Thermometers
Hy &ometer
Rules and meter stick
Clipboards and pencils
Seine'or crabnet7 .Corer .
Plankton net

"7-
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Shovel, trowels, or clamrake
and buckets

Sieves (lc and 1/4" rabbit wire
iscreen,

a window screen, akitchen sieve)
-White enamel pans
Binoculars ,
.collecting vials or baggies and

rubber bands '

A 'stop watch
' A map ovhart of the area

Crayonsor water colors
Sneakers or rubber boots
Thread and string
Wooden floats
Hand lenses
pH paper

. forceps or tweezers
medicine dropper .

Identification guide books and
field guides

Three marker poles, oneto two
meters long

'0 Knife
40

Timing: This activity will take several hours
and would best be planned so that the
tide is,at slack low at the time of
yqur arrival.

Procedure:
Part One: When you arrive, set up a series_of
marker poles about thirty meters apart along the
side of the creek_ as it twists and turns its way
toward the uplands. Jj may take a "little time, but
try .to find a branch of the creek that reaches well
inland. Number the pointsone, two,..and three.
Divide up your group and have them do the
following:

4 1. Take a temperature reading of the water.
Read at the grass surface on:the edge of a
bank and about waist high when standing in
the grass,

I

2. Determine salinity. As in all water studies, it
may b? well to collect a bottle of water for
these tests.

3.` Determine the velocity* of the water. Use ,
wooden floats and a stop watch.

4. Take a p,H reading.

5. Take a plankton sample. Simply throw the
net in and walk it against the current.

6. Describe the color of the water. Hold a
sample against a white,background.

7. Carefully collect samples of fish, provided
you have proper equipment.

8. At each site, record the plant life. Note size
of the plant, its abundance and its location

, . with respect to the creek.
9. Take pictures of the area and close-ups of

specific materials. Sketch specific materials
also.

10. Cal-dully look around on the grass and
expose soil for signs of life. Ruffle up the
grass, and examine these sites carefully.
Describetthe animals found and nolf, where -
you found them. Are they, in great
abundance? Return the soil and grass to its
undisturbedcondition as much as possible.

11. , It you have a corer, take a core sample .
from the 'site. Describe soil texture.

Part Two: At low tide, gather the group back at
the mouth of the inlet. Proceed up the creek
stopping at every stake and'do the following
(subject to the available equipment):

`1. Observe and-describe the bank profile. big
into the bank and record its height from
creek bed to upper surface.

2. Is there any life or evidence of it in the
creek bank? Carefully collect individual

..... . ;
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samples. Record their abundance and
location.

3. Describe the bottom of the tidal creek. Feel
and smell the sediment: What 'kind of
sediment is it? Can you claisifylt as to'
sand, silt, or clay?

4. Is there any life or evidence of it on the
iirface of the . Carefully collect small

samp es: Record their abundance and
location.

5f Take some surface material in a lar with * ,

some water. Exainine it later for micro-
scopic life and-describe what the animals'
are doing and what they are eating.

6. Do the same with the,sediment. Try this
fifteen centimeters down.

7. Are there any invertebrates-in the
sediment? Dig ircareas where you see
holes. Use the sieve and sorting pans.

8. Use the camera to get close-Ups of
9. If you have the facilitie,s, y ou may want to

bring back some organisms for studies.

Part Th4e:' With the tide on the way in, go back
to the.Sites to which you were assigned upon
arrival and repeat the following:

1. Temperature readings.
2. Salinity determination.
3. pH reading,
4. Plankton sample.
5. If netting is available, try to capture some fish.
6. Describe color of water.
7. Velocity of the water.
8. Record any of the observations indicating

differences between Part One and Part
Three.

,Folloliv-up in the Field or
in the Classroom

1. \Make a food web using the plants and
animal's you saw in, the marsh. This is
described in "A Marsh Food Web
Activity" on page 12.

2. Discuss how organisms adapt to life in a
salt marsh and in brackish waters?

-3. Discuss if anyone saw evidence of pollution.

4. Ask what protects the marsh from the sea.
5. Seek student opinions about these two

questions: What is economically important
about salt water marshes? What is '
aesthetically important about
salt water marshes?

6. Ask what mammals make use of the marsh.
Did you observe evidence of their
presence?

7. Using paper sheets, record data and group
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'observations. Use one sheet for each,.
testing -point.'

8. Discuss the-tidal effect on the marsh. Are
there times when the whole marsh is
covered? How often? Were there any
differences between the tests done!as the
tide was going out and when it was
returning?

The Great Local
1.41te-Adventur-e-

"A lake is the landscape's most beautiful and
expressitle feature. It is earth's eye; looking into
which the behblder measures the depth of his own
nature."

Objective:

Field Site:

Henry David Thoreail
;

To appreciate the values of a lake
aesthetic; economic, historiCal,
and natural

The region surrounding'a local lake
lakes which students have studied

Materials: Pencils
Scavenger hunt papers
Post-trip quizzes

.Lunches
Chaperones
Hand lenses
White-bottom containers
Dip nets..- .

Appropriate clothing and foot gear
fr Field guides and nature books

Binoculars, if available

Timing: Gne school day=for as long as you
--can-have the bus

This activity will need to be developed according
to the lakior lakes region you select. to study. The
teacher background information, An Introduction
to Lake's and Ponds on page 6jwill hel,peu to
choose topics for your unit: The works ets
included here are examples, for teaching about' the
Sebago Lake area of Maine:

Procedure: This activity is intended to be an
adventure in discovering not only the beauty of a
nearby lake, but its natural and human history, as
well as its impottance to people. To undertake an
all-day trip with stops of interest will require
considerable planning on your part. Why not work
with another interested teacher? This will share the
work and fill the school bus.

The field/trip should be organized to follow
several classes of learning about lakes-at school.
Students should have background in several topical
areas of Jake study at their grade level. The trip
could include stops to reinforce the topics studied.
For example, if you have taught about

-management of the sport fishe.-y resource, perhaps
you could stop at a fish tchery. If you have



-, discussed water quality, perhaps an official
responsible for the public water supply could meet
You.'

ThefOloviing list is meant to suggest some
possible stops on your adventure: .

A with a fisheries biologist or a game
warden from the state government to discuss
natural resources management and
conservation.

A girls' or boys' summer camp, a public
campground, or marina to discuss the lake's
economic value with the owner.

Sites of historical interest in Native American
or white history or Legend. Such a stop could
be enlivened by meeting with a senior citizen
who knows the lake's stories and secrets.

A-state,park qn the lake-even'better if
someoneon the staff can answer questions for
your students.

A picnic, spot fdr eating and exercise.

Your field trip should include a vista view over
the -lake if such a spot exists, preferably at the
beginning ors the end of your trip.

A carefully chosen spot f6r field work with
plenty of .time for discovery and observation
activities. Perhaps one of the youngster's
parents owns a camp o,n the lakeshore which
you could use. Arrangements might be
-possible with 'a children's-summer camp which
is not in session.

You may want to develop a scavenger hunt
Raper and posttrip quiz to make travel time
worthwhile. These*Were oeveloped for younger
students at the George C. Soule School in
Freeport, Maine. You could write them appropriate
to your students' level and to fit your lake's
characterktia.

.4

Name

,---rtur Gnat Sebago Adventure Scavenger Hunt

Look tor these things and check hem off or write
them down as you find them:

North Windham town line. You're in lake
country! (one point)

2, See if you can find a "worms" or "worms for
, saleu-sign; you may not answer this question

unless you find one. Why are they selling
worms?

tone point)

Y,ou get one point each for any ponds or lakes
lri lake country you can name. You must find
the name on a sign.

Write the official name of the fish hatchery.

(one point, if correct)

_ Why is this called Quaker Ridge?
(three points)

r
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One point each for the following examples of
human history._Civil War Monunient

Old Stone Wall Old Schoolhouse
Iron Bridge _Cemetery _Wag8n

_Wheel
_ Find a tree farm sign or mo re if you can.

(Maximum - three points)

_ Farming is important in the Lake Country.
(one point each)

_Horse Farm Apple-Cider stand
_Vegetable Garden _ Cow

One point tOr each species of farm or wild
animal that you see.

One point for each of these you can find.

summer theater _ a gift shop
_a picnic area _ a gull
_an iron bridge a bog
_a white birch tree a restaurant
_a weathervane a beach
___za marina a brook ,
_ari inn a boat

a glacial erratic

_ How many great ponds in Maine?
(two points)

Name jobs )hat depend on the' lake.

(one point each)

_ What does "draw" mean on the draw bridge
skin?

(two points)

_ How long was the canal system between
Portland and Harrison?

(one point) '

What did the thine! boats carry?

(one point each)

List three natural (not made by people) things
'you saw at the Sebago Lake State Park.

(one point each)

_Name as many towns as you can which you
were in today.

(one point each)

Land of the Lakee
Post-Trip Quiz

1. What is the highest hill in the Sebago Lake
region?

2: From which direction ,did the glacier come?
3. Can you name two species of fish that live in

Sebago Lake?
_ 4. Name as many thing'sas yo can that you saw

from the top of the tower.
5. Sebago Lake is the largest secoeffl largest

third largest lake i Maine____
Why was the canal built?

7. Why do we.have State Parks?
8. Why jas swimming not allowed in the Portland

Water District intake zone of the lake?'
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9. How cipep leiSebagof
: 10. What does 'Sebago" mean to Native

. Americans?
11. .Are there any Islands in Sebago Lake?

0.12. How were the lakes in (his area formed?
13. Is Sebago Lake big enough tote7apreat Pond?
14. Why is it important for Sebago Lake to be clean?
15. Whatpther itate can you se tom Douglas Hill?'
16. Whb owns "Douglas Hill?
17. What does ,ihe writing ov the rock mean at the

top of Douglas Hill?
18. Who was Nathaniel Hawthdrne?
19. Name live Lakeshore plants.
20. Who are the Shakers?

f

The School-Site:.
Waterstied:-PUddle" Study
Objective: To investigate the flow of Water on the

school grounds as related to-the
larger concept of the watershed.

Field Site: . The immediate environment of.
the school

Materials: Pencils
.*Papef
Clipboards, made from cardboard

with an elastic band and possibly a
plastic bag`to protect it from the rain

Timing: One to three class periods

Procedure: After-introducing the watershed
concept, explore the school site and,discuss
drainage of rainfall from the school grounds. Have
small groups list sifes where water is drained: °
Intlude all drain pipes, gutters, gullies,storm
drains, streams, culverts, and ditches. This could
lead toseveral mapping activities: On a rainy day,
students could plot actual flow.

Where are the puddles found? These puddles
Could be explored in a variety of ways. Measure
their depth, width,.and area. Whailiving things can
you find in them with 'four eyes? With a, hand lens?
With a microscope? Measure the pH. Is this acid
rain? Compare a,puddle on the pavement with a
puddle on the soil. Is there any difference in signs

..of life? Wh'at effects does Water have on the site?
Ask students to list signs of weathering and
erosion. -Are human systems of drainage working?
Should students engage iri problemsolving at this
point?

You may want t9tobtain a topographic map
whith-contairis your school to use with your class
in identifying wetland areas and outlining small
watersheds. These-maps may be purchased from
Branch of Distribution, U.S. GeologicalStr.vey,
1200 South Eads-Street, Arlington Virginia 22202 -
as well as from many local dealers, such as
bookstores.

You might wish to teach a/lesson in reading and
interpretation of map symbols. It could be a lesson
in math by discussing heights and depths with the

use of the contour lines. A compass is valuable for
learning about maps and seeing how useful they.,
can be. The compass is, in itself, a good way to
discuss-direction and basic ieometry skills.

Use the map to locate the watershed of the
school from the slopes, hills, and mountains of the
area which drain down into it. There is no need to
go into great detail of how the contour lines'
actually determine, the drainage arca of the stream':
Just give your students a basic idea of how it can
be determined from theap.

Most likely, students will find many wetland
areas on your local topographic map. In this way
you can give your students a sense of.how water-
rich our region is, This understanding should be
balanced withan understanding of the fragile
nature of water quality.

From this point you may wish to extend the
discussion to use and.conservation of water in the
school and in their homes. One possible activity is
to have each child bring to school an empty-one

'gallon plattic jug: This would-be filled it school and
students wouldtry to use justthat much water
until the nextday. This invglves carrying it on the
bus and using only that water at home for drinking,
washing, cooking, and other consumptive activities.

Water shortages are perhaps the preeminent. -
conservation problem of our time. This activity
develops an appreciation of the precious nature of
the resource.
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Organizational Resources
;Iitotlior,iinitinihiFijerij*,?HaiievYciu-been to .

-ihp,-Vlori'13elare m C144,
4if ; COntainS-an

-4itensi4liiiiiig.0-or Many
c?flti?ii,c''4iPe:is:0,1,ifil087greiliipi Could-be of

',,aSIsiiAridedriithelOPicsin-this:Loit. You may wish
'to consiilt''tiat'list -if itiS'available to you This
abbreViated:liip.dcintain.*.-pritnaril9 those

Society. or,theProection of New Hampshire
=F,oketiisf

tlevTelcatij,ilailErldCatiOwDireetor of
.

Hampshire;Concord,' yI 03301
j,:244:994.1'

The -society is a private, ndii-Profit conservation
organiiatiOnfoUnded-in 1901: Its resources in-
clude teenage and leachers' Conwvition-camps-,
interpretive centers and self:guillirig mature trails,
a Dasi:Labiiratory presgram for eletnentary.school
children, an environmental education consultant
forschooliaricLinforrnation on land protection
and foreit-management.

Water Supply and`P011ution Control
Commission.

Terreikefrost, Chief Acitiatic Biokigist
or"' -Ronald Towne, Chief.Water Pollution

Post OfficBox 95'
Conaird;;New Hampshire 03301
Telephone: (603)"271=3503-
The doninisSiOn-can answer teachers' queries and
will sometimes' be able to provide speakers on the
topics of Water quality.:

New Hampshire Department of Fish& Game
Education Division

-Brid§eStrief .4
Corieord;,NOW-Hampshire 03301

The :department can-provide print material fOr
teacherk Write' Or.call,for details.

4Teleplone:(903) 271 -3421

The Auduh'on Solety'of 'N'ew HampshireHampshi
Carol E.-Smith, EducationDirector
"aSjikFafM.4oad,
...,-Cithicord,;NelaillimPshire 03301

? TelePhOne:1603):224-9909
TllAeuduliOMSOcietY can provideChildren's books

;and refireneeMaterials ;through their library in
Concord.'gfine filth of sixth waders on a 'field trip

. . 41
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Teacher
Resources

.
to the inarShis -available also. It is twelve minutes
long and entitled Me and My. Wetlands.

Water Reiources Research Center
GiiidOri!yerii, Chairperson
108 Pet tee -HO
University ofNew-Hampshire
Dikhaiii, New Hamishire 03824

(603). 862-2142 '
This organization would best be utilizedfor teacher
baCkgroundiriforrnation on the technical aspects
of water. qtiality.

State of Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife-

ToM SCheiiieri Information and Education
Specialiiit

284 State Street
Augusta,`Maitie 04333
Telephone: (207)289-2871
The Department can provide a variety of materials

_prepared_for the general public but appropriate for
your students' level. Pamphlets anclmagazine
article reprints are listed in their free publications
catalog. The titles are broad-ranging, the content
worthwhile; a sampling, "Two Water Bugs",
"TheS.wamPland SingersMaine's Frogs", "Food
Interrelationships of Salmon, Trout, Alewives,
and Smelt in a Maine Lake", "Maine's Rivers:
The Aroostook " and"many dozens more.
Prices vary from ten cents up and a pricelist will
be sent with the catalog. The Department's
magazine, Maine Fish and Wildlife, is excellent.
For lake study, surveys of hundreds of Maine lakes
existtwenty cents each--,less on-voluine orders.
These resources can be used for student reports
or orderedin class size quaOitieslor reading
material. Very highly recommended.

--Congresi of Lakes-Association
c/o Natural Resources Council,of Maine
Marie Wooster; President
271State Street b
Augusta,'Maine'04339

.COLA,iS a statewide organization dedicatedto
educational,. legislative, and research efforts in
behalf of Maine lakei:Soine slide presentations anzi
print materials are available. ThiS group could also
out you in touch with any one of the dozens of
local lake associations that .Might help you study a
lake or pond in your community. We reCom nd a
b&klet they publish, For The Saksof Y. r Lake:
An ACtiOn*Plan for Lake Associatio
This is a volunteer organization yr ich operates
from the offices of MCM; a-wrij n request is more
likely to receive attention thin a'telephone call.

-



State of Maine Department of Environmental
Protection

Information and Education Division
Bureau of Land Quality Control
State House Station 17
Augusta, Maine 04333
Telephone: (800) 452-1942
The DEP publishes informative well-written bro-
chures which wouldgbe of great value in planning
your unit. Especially godd are "Protecting
Your Lake; A Citizen's Guide to the Great Ponds
Ace', "Cleaning Up the Water: Private Sewage
Disposal in Maine", "Coastal Wetlands", and an
eight-pamphlet set "DEP and You." Some of these
are available in classroom quantities; others could
be'used in your resource files for student projects.
The department also has slide shows and materials
on the timely concerns of acid rain and hazgrdous
wastes. Their publications also list addresses and
telephone numbers of other sources of help and
information, including the Land Use Regulation
Commission and the-State Planning Office. An
important resource, highly recommended.

Maine Audubon Society
June LaCombe, Director of Environmental
Education and Natural History

Gilsland Farm
118 Old Route One
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Telephone: (207) 781-2330
Many resources are available through Maine's
largest environmental organization; contact June
LaCombe for assistance. Especially noteworthy-is
the Scarboro Marsh Nature Center which provides
nature hikes and exhibits for classes visiting
Maine's largest marsh.

ResOurce Persons
There are many persons upon whose interest

and experience you might be able to call in
teaching this unit; They are likely to be in your
town or a nearby one. Be creative in thinking of
othels. Visits need not be lengthy and it might be
well to ask visitors if they would be willing to be on
a panel with a small number of otherS.

An experienced birdwatcher
Aiplanning board member
A professional or amateur naturalist
The sewerage treatment plant operator
A person with many years of sport or commercial

fishing experience
A marine worm digger
A fish broker
A trapper of beaver or muskrat
A warden from the Maine Department of Inland
Fish and Wildlife or the New Hampshire
Department of Fish and Game

A tidal poilrer advocate
A real estate developer
A park or amateur naturalist
A peat bog harvester

A \lobsterrnan
A Member of the local conservation commission
A senior citizen who has known the area
throughout life

Teaching Units Related
To Wet Environments

There are several other units on wetlands
available; three of the best are listed below. .

_Understanding Wetlands is planned for use
with upper elementary grades through adults. It
describes Michigan's fresh water wetland environ-
ments with special attention to benefits to people.
The kit includes a seven-frame filmstrip, cassette
tape, student and teacher manuals and thirteen
'posters in color. The complete package is available
kor114.75 from the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources, Information Center, Box 30028,
Lansing, Michigan 48909.

The Outdoor Biology Instructional
Strategies (OBIS) series has several excellent
units related to the study of water. If you are
interested in activity-centered science teaching or
outdoor environmental 'education-, ou would
appreciate OBIS. The teacher that rials are cards'
describing the materials, preparati n, and action to
carry out the activity. They are designed for your-
students' age group, utilize. inexpensive materials,
and have been extensively field-tested. They may
be ordered from DeltS Education, Box M, Nashua,
New Hampshire 03061. OBIS teacher workshops
may be arranged through Dr. John W. Butzow,
Shibles Hall, College of Education, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine 04469. Activity cards
recommended to go with this unit are:

Waterholes to Mini-Ponds
Water Breathers
What Lives Here? Life in the Water
Habitats of the Pond
Water Striders
Animal Movement in the Water

The twenty-page OBIS Pond Guide to common
plants and animals is also recommended.

The National Wildlife Federation is developing an
environmental education program called The Class
Project which contains a unit for grades six
through nine called Wetlands Management. It will
be available by the end of 1981 from NWF, 1412
16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. The
teacher background information is good and the
investigations are well-planned and clear. They
involve a diversity of activities and allow for a
variety of teaching and learning styles. We
recommend this unit enthusiastically.
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Two Very. Special
Books For Teachers

Our annotaikd bibliography includes a listing of
what we feel are the best books for teachers
related to wetlands. Here we liSt two very special
books about exploring nature with youngsters.
These are books which can change your way of
teaching; and-even your whole way Of experiencing
nature. -

We hope that-you will read them and try the
ideas. They capture a philosophy of nature study
used by naturalists for many years which relies
upon a ciciseness to natural objects and processes,
an openness to students, and an attitude of
appreciation of nature. They express this
philosophy beautifully and translate it to lively and
significant outdoor experiences.

Cane II, Joseph Bharat. Sharing 1Vaturgilith
Children: A Parents' and,Teachers' Nature-
Awareness GuidebOOk..Nevada City, California:

. ,Ananda-Publications, 1979.
Contains top-notch tips for teachers, unusual Gr-
and fun activities, and great "games.

Van Matre, Steve. Acclimatization: A Sensory and
Conceptual Approach to Ecological Involvement.
Martinsville, Indiana: American Camping
Association, 1972.

Contains strong philosophical statements.
Also, it has superb activities for a freih-water
marsh, a lakeshore, and a bog as well as
dandy gimmicks and ideas.

2

A Note On
Places To Vigil

In the other marine edution infusion units in
this series the specifics of particularly fine places to
visit are given. The wet environments included in -1
this unit are so extensive and in our water-rich
piece of the earth so common that we have not
done so here.

If you are fortunate to teach schbOl near a major
well-known government land holding such as the
Moosehom National Wildlife Refuge or the Rachel
Carson National Wildlife Refugetake advantage
of it. If you live near a major priyate individual or
organizational holding, such as the Crystal Bog or
the Scarborough Marsh Nature Centertry to visit
it. Or if you have the advantage of being near an
unusually fine area for exploration which doesn't
have organized ownership or protection such as
the Bangor Bog or-the-Merrymeeting Bay area--:by
all means, use them if you

.It is important to emphasize, ho that
visiting this kind of major area is not necessary.
Maine's wet environments are so numerous that
you may find you'll have much better adventures

*close to home.
This unit is based on the simple idea that the

immediate envirbnment is not `only of great interest
to the child but that it is worthy of study and
appreciation. Very, very few places in the bi-state
region are deprived bf wetlands, lakes, and ponds.
None are deprived of streams and puddles. We
encourage-you to help your. students become
aware of local wet areas.

Is there a country frog pond or city park pond
within walking distance of your school ?. Do you
have any large puddles on the playground?

Youngsters will develop i strong sense of
interest and identification in any body of water by
"adopting" it. Help-them come to now it
intimately. Make maps or charts. Measure' its size
and/or depth: Gather available information from,
your local library or historical society. Arrange-s.
interviews or classrooyn visits by knowledgeable

,

persons. . -
Provide ways for the students to research human

history, historical and current human uses, and -
biology of their local area. Observe the water
through the seasons. Keep a group journal of
writing and pictures resulting froin their study.

The desire and potential for understanding other
water en4ronments will grow from their close
relationships to the one at hand. Enjoy the process
as well as the results of your learning. Make it fun
for yourself and your students!
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-There-areniariY
,

and ialtiVatet marshes, nOt 'On 'itti
and -.very few':on'lakes:.Thislisting siefleCtS- *ha

,diStribiation::TheclaiSio6M4Ctivit9,:"Filmfield.
Trip pacjeilL is.bUiltirOUnd

' Marsh Muir:tin...ion-cf. The-Salt -1kfargr-A-
Qu eotiiiti,4,Villiie. 'Further inforination on these
two extellent`,filini may 6e foupd in-that-activity.

Thei:eare, all mm color films appropriate to
T .fiVe-thibugh nine.-Where: the a n ntation

ends WithffUM(r,i1:n.availableforaffee frOin the

Lilii4"49- MithOi-PiOho,'Main*4449.'Foi,the
most: recent =free catalogue which: contains= listings
bn:friankniadPe:edutatiOti,,,tOPie.SWrite:tO;gielFilm
Rental:IA*4k at .fiie ab'oe a4dreis:;Ordere'lly
:ma :should tie atleast:two.weeks in adVanCe and
many=teachers o'r'der months ahead:' Telephone
Order§lopiipAO,three films are-accepted at
1075.58P4.. '

Marsh
,-.19731-i*Life, film presents a logical

sOugOc4,:cif..0C0i4:leaclingtO solid conclusions
;constipation of,,mars*.-.4-

,edOnoinic an&socialjireisures for
-Merit and argUeS:forpidetly

decisions. ran tthawhaPhazard and irreversible
TheiriterVieWs with scientists are

is:7fiiiN=five minutes long.

Birdili ;Marsh
The" on:birds of a fresh-Water marsh

fiat-"many: would tie found in a tidal marsh as
Dids'ati,stiOirn feeding and caring for their.young.
'N.was:nroduced 10.1965 by-Coronet Films and runs

nest. There:la- MOnOlogik- biit .the
Albeft:SthWeiteer'S quote,' "Man has lost the' ab ty
tdsOfttiiriii",,atjliel=e,*tiO'fohresili-j*--tvili'-end by

The filrri;will increase awareness -and stimulate
discussion' but dUckling'fUneralPyre may be
foo,rniklilOr-younger ehildren. ReCommendod with
yourdiiCretioriiUM0..

The:680k**
FgriiiilVi**A:petiod Of-three years Aging 41

font; SeiSOnS,r; incifiy,vievii-Tirthe ;marsh' and its
WildlifeWePreSented:li:ihriniiihe effectS:Of
filtin fitilin;

72:

Mardi..
.esJiaSli,"40. the marshis chans;ng,

illustrates liViriglhingS' and their adaptations to

.anmials as :Marsh

is Britannica
en and of excellent quality.

*it, *rib. '00:if"...**)t,,
1340***ie:P,Of6
continues
nattiratiudelesildih7This
film e
0Ma.-

f4yctrm,
*kilo*

eleven riinutegi-

Cry of the Marsh
--This,19,04*iv.e-minute film is one of powerful

einotiOnal:iinixiti;Poeticleauty and drama..In early
ese,flyoverhead arid ducks feed

lnithe Water: The otainarsh is shoWnin
§if&,'_*;)iti4m!'inilei'04§e:%-.and

Wi'ldfloWere.;,NeWlY"hatdhed*Cklings'huddie in
ir'nests:;Heavy machinery arrives to`lay

drainage Thelandlizbillidoiga and set afire,
dreatiiii3-ChaOS,aniiing the Wildlife;deef scatter and

'Oh' die' fox lack- of oxygen; while one duckling _

*eki"Safeti),Its nest teSbilth to.death in their

of: salt marshes
and'shoWsMaiisi of:their inlabitants, -It disCuSies
the marsh's tile Stalin
proteCtion;:

marsh plants' and`ariimals:major eet6 of oil

Mildred,Teal, aut hors -of ttiepopular :1,406k, -life and
Death otthe:'Scill:Mcir-sh: =Naked ibsi'Harper and

lisiweittY-fOur Minntesritig.

World ri:a;Marsh _ \
TIfi#

varietsi=c1:lifelorniS:of,tYpicaliiiiish?faniia
musliratbeakeri-insecti;-:atriphibiaha,,snakesi,
dragiinfliee,;birds,a,ricririanY;Others.- Discusses
adaptatiOnSFOr'older stnclinti primarily, the film
was prodnCed by-McGraw-Hill. UMO.

Slide Shows
MaineThe Wile Alidubon Society offerithree

excellent slide,piagams' for a-three:dollar fee to
.schoors..111ey-aredesigne444-biusidrithi -,
carousels in which they are-sent and shoild be

)
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oo -or Students
thiecsitichi,b.r*itiiivir4iimentS,Oncotiipasses'a
StitOPicalii*-,and'a?W\ealtlxof printedmaterial.

SPeCialist' in your school; the-resource
oter.°10yOutarea, or the local librarian could

--.;prOyide-YOu.:WWbOokbOReS-to-asSiSt.
our

,fayOrile4)Ooks for ,gradeS :through-
.. nirie::BOOks'liStedlnifie Teacher',ReSourceS

.;40i0ii:inaY,*4'14,400-55prisie;f*Stildent=
OjectkoffesearCh.

;,.AlOs;Williarri;H.140Lije'
of thePond.:NeW York

MCGOW1Hill;BoOkCoMParY;4961:,'
iswoliime rom; the 0iir Ltving..World,of

ature" ' series, ands' like: the others,is excelient.
The'*nt?ntucOVers'habititS,,trariSfets ,energy,
easorial, changes, and ancli-inimil:idapt-

4tiOnS,T7114,413-pocujnclUde.S,elcaellent-si.iggestions
`ffoi,fu,tdiet SeXpkifation., Very.good:ilhistratiOns.

-Hignly::"feCOrninended:

-BUCk;:LewiS. Wetlands: Bogs, MarsheS,.and
Swamps. 'New-York:: Parents'. Magazin? Press,
19We

RecoMMended:for,fiithand six,graddistudentS,
lhis:'pitbliCation- 400s file development andT
describes-the CharaCteristiCS'OLbOgs,,MarShes,
*wainPS. Welland ecOlogy.neyer-seerriedso
in;ereSting:,',Clear; descrintions'and. helpful illUs-
'*tratiOnS10*,thi-a ve4freadable 'book.

tPak,:A0fgareeVarng._ hi Ponds and- Streams.
Ne`*-Y.Oli::-Aliin§d'Ori.Prss, 1955.

Full,of scientifically accurate,. readable.infor-
AnatiOn..On-CO,` MinOn:Plants-:andaninials,..thisis an
'.e)i.o'ellinfc-rqab:ider,Alli,Strateir,by the Anther. with
JaCk,inCi:White4tawingS,'Very-highly',,recOrri-
14nded:AnOther,BUCk.olinne,jpots From -the

VudithOile:fOrliat4iound.OrieStablOing aquaria
desctibes the details of

,c011ectin;'feeding,,andrcaring,for,plarits,,frogS,
fishes, u salamanders. .

. ... .
adbliry," firaM Coin of-Civing'
ingkiiiTreikaii4t011\-.Weter-% Mankati?,-
nifieOtae::'Creati4,Edu,aaildnal gocietY,

.Iter`alt'these year's: this is
. ,

still-one-of the .best
sources °of`infoima`t on onlithciks,sitea'rno;lakes;

fidS;in '=thaiiho.4.takes a, community, concept
a0*94 for,Oudent-repOrts.-,

Cs .0

,t)Ohriti; Anrid:_ivtaiih0 and MinthlijeNe*-
York:',Coviard;'MOCariii:444:PeO§liegatii-Inc.;

A good introduCtory book for younger,readers
on4reSh -and salt water marshes' hron§h the

.Se4SoriS:''COntains. Sections.on.inarsh conservation
ancizeXploratiOn:: -

Gorkeett,.ilean. Life In POnds.-,111.'Paxton
*Chadwiek,:NeW-Yiark:.Aineritin Heritage Press,
1970.

Sub Sta ntia l'r ead ingfor,thii age e'
. ii.c. ocontains

;much
f,
eihWater eeo

-sYsteMS.Irfs,WerfOtndec,:aCcuiately.Oritten,-With
Or*k)6a;i14.4*i
Meifill;DaPhne',Winik3W:ttie:Lokes Of. Maine.
Rockland, -Mairie:'COUrier-Gazette,`InC.,4973.
' The, Oiiniiet pnblication-ttivering
lakes-of Mairie:Maps ands istOriCal illustrations

Well-Writterrand,Well=
organiZed;,it'iS,atlively,'reSourCe for'the:loveir of

r4eiergend.§..piiixi,readirii for
'teacherkand, stixientSieSPeCiallY. to dikoyer..the
Focal:lake**.

Niering, William A. The Life of:the Marsh. New
riiik:14eGraW:H4 BOOk- COrnPany; 1966.,

Nature":Series,s
published in.cOOperatiOnr0400Ncrld Book-' EnCYCIOPedia,thii,VOldle'lS COMPlete'atct.
'ectitate: It ii'6eiutikllYAlkitafei' WellOrganized.,
andihaks Cient'detaiFfOr.'iri:dePtfr.S.nidy.Uses an
ecOlOgical.1 proach with emphasis A4atei'
physical perties, plant and aninialadantatiOns,
and the:floW'Of 'energy: Good 46sOary, diagrams,
photOgraPhszi:

.Pringle; Lawrence:. Chains,, Webs .
NeWryork: Thornas V. Crowell-cOMpany;1975.

Written' 0',Tgoos,:at: the yOunger,endibf.Onf ,

rangejoe thiS unit,::thIS.bOOlcisagoOkintn4itCtion
to energy fliks, fOr,:anYone.,Clear exPlanationS of
food:ChainS., :food WebS, and eCOlogiCat
with A§ emphasis onWel'erWirOntnentS. Includes

-referinceSJO:Several eCOIOgicarStudieS.-
ReCoinniended.

Pringle, Lawrence. Wild River. Philadelphia:4.-B.,

iiippineolf,-COmOny,1972,:
.An:tiiiiiWblending,ofaesthetics and science.

this; *i:Contains hard: core. stream ecology and.
Striking"..cOlOr_phOtograpfisAcapturis the spirit of

lhit-fare- arid- vilUable-resourcer=a Wild;-Clein

.2.
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river.iHighlyrecommended for teachers in its
_entirety and students, perhaps by chapters.

:Russell; Franklin. Watchers at the Pond. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1961:

A masterpiece of -the natural historian's art, this
is the-dramatic -story of the cycle of a year within
the teeming universe of a pond. Students will find
the author's vivid style makes the pond come to
life Good for reading aloudlo ClasSes or for in-
dependent reading by older students. A first-rate
book.

Smith, Frances C. The First look of and
Marshes: New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1969.

The. title should not mislead you. This is a sub-
stantive 'hook for fifth and sixth graders. Covers
variouS,types of wet environments- across America.
The explanations are clear. The attitude is one of .

concern.

Snow; John. Secrets of a Salt Mdish. Portland,
Maine: Guy Gannett Publishing Company, 1980.

Written and-photographed bylife sciences
teacher afScarboro Junior HighSchool, this book

-wad written to increase awarenesS of the Value of
coastal vietWdS as a nursery.,and lireedinground.
It is an excellent resource both for any Teaching
.about salt marshes of New Hampshire and Maine.

Ursin, Michael J. Life In and Around the Salt
Marshes. New York: ThomassY. Crowell
COmpany; 1972..

A \gOod field guide to-the marsh with drawings,
descriptions: and -Color prints of commonly
observed plants-and animals. This book is listed
because it is easy to use, but there are-some
inaccuracies; it should not be your-only-reference,

Books for Teachers
These, are a few of the very best. They have

been chosen with the goal of deVelOPing your
background on the topics, but could be shared
With Youngsters as well.

Andrews, William A., editor. A Guide to the Study
of freshwater Eco/ogy.Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: PrenticeHall, Inc. 1972.

An excellent volume in the "Contours: Studies of
the Environment" series:It is precise, innovative,
and wellwritten. This volume uses a 'very Compre-
hensive ecological approach. Best used as a
resource for teachers; it- contains solid:background
information on lakes, ponds, rivers, streams.
Excellent suggestidns for classroom andlield
-studies for eighth and ninth grade.

IC

Conant, Roger. A Field Guide'to Reptiles and
Amphibicins of Eastern and Central North
America. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1975:

GoOd as a reference, broad in content; it
contains accurate and detailed descriptions. From
the Peterson Field Guide Sgries sponsored by the
NatiOnal Audubon Society Ad the National Wildlife

k Federation.

Horwitz, Elinor Lander. Our Nation's Wetlands:
An Interagency Task Force Report...Washington:
U.S. Goveinment,Printing Office, 1978.

This booklet, written by several government
agencies, attempts tolirovide a broad,and
balanced review of the status of the nation's
wetlands. It describes how wetlands were formed,
various types of wetlands, and the useful functions
they serve in their natural state. Many important
issues are addressed concerning,the future of this
resource. This 70-page booklet is for sale by the."
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing,Office.Washington,.D.C., Stock Number
041-001.00045-9 for $3.25. We very highly recommend
it for your background-information or advanced
students. It is outstanding visually.- _

Klots, Elsie, B. The New Field Book of Freshwater
Life. New Ydrk: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1966.

Not so "new" anymore, but-a standby for field
trips or classroom projectsfor teacher or'student
use. It is somewhat technical but you can use only
the information- you need.

Marshall, Alexandra. Still Waters. NeW York..
William Morrow and Company, Iric., 1978.

A magnificent bookpoetic, beautiful and good --
.for this age group if presented sensitively. It is the
story.of a year at a North American freh water
pond. Superb illustrations and color plates help the
reader to appreciate pond ecology. The book was

prepared in'conjunction with the Nova film, "Still ,

Waters."

Teal,"John and Mildred. Life and Death, of the Salt
Maish. Boston: Little, Brown'and Company, 1969.

The classic, responsible for much of the public
awareness of the marsh, is good for teacher
background or reading aloud to your class. Topics
include birth and death of marshes, their ecology,
and conservation. Beautiful black and white
drawings by Richard Fish. Recommended as
eminently readable and the finest single book on
the subject.
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Staidli4'

uatic,JuvenileS, or -nyiribhiare found:in both standing .
itictrtin mot Corifinon'in,niCki-botibiried-

'streams ;Some are found in v ry, fast, cUrrentiMolf species of
co 'ete,thei`re'deyelbii0ent `in: three tosiii months; -but

;.sorneanay,r
':rna* .Sijfeae rL?Ci fina:tirga:**':

:tbie;bdo ilium! gills'whiich:may be' feathery,; plate hke;'or ".leaf -like
t iiiertenCe tWO:Ci'tnrei 'Isra141ie:044:ofthe

tO- the 04. it, :Insect
:MOSt.aeffiatic,insectgrOUOS:inhibit water only in theAtiVenile

Staies,.the-adults of,these:'grroups are completely terrestrial, and
are 'us`ually free flying insects.. r

hie adalt mayfly is. a familiar iniect-with:*ighomits,:lott
eyes, :la: 66'4 'I'lledults-areribn-feeding and °

fcir a ;

Stiniefliegi
Plecoptera

.5,

bia4664is aOciPaInseifkies
cidoriarci -- , -' '-- ' -

The.'n r:nhiads' 6idaintelflies,anddra§onflieS,are
cr4Ani-sOifiti; ', ponds, ,a004trianis. Tlisi nymph itige:caniast

,I, -inY_*/{e.0, . . ''Otieekiied-jOi . 0414'idekt:dii*-0ii the
species' All ikiiSii4T0'-eiii*071*-4-.:

`The.:diS teatitte,CC ye doncirdiS the elbOWecl;
iiitinsib cum r *rii Ca e:iiirei.
MOif nymphs

,. 5
er'creatures: iki long, in,leejs..

Dinie !are erentW n- dragonflies by
;their ;a

.
.

art,:COnssikieuoti

-.09ng: .5

F_)-ir'-44.Pc.iiiinsOis t..,43e0§_, .

''aiiiii,iclie4WMcis:
. ,

:ari-grinWri aiYirte c lianet, ,;;Ctiniriii) tb'the
bilief;:iii-lii.f at : ,POLiiiiiaiis.' AdiatiiiirOiedatenns-1. -

catching flYing!inSecti, on the:Wing,

. 2.--..:.."
:.....

-4,7-

2..---

.. ;..

...

' '`'StOnefiy-n- s_Sre, most commonly-found.in 'clean.and cold. S
rivers, streams,;
he*--L rOnt.16:, lintion*411' aquatiC grOnOS and,,are-

indicators "of `water ;quality.:The`-"Often. ii41.44
mental 'Can --enj. three YearS;,biit'filoSt,stieCiei

5,55%.
comii e 'r pinentin'a,Singlelear.-PlecCprera nstiphs

: onsicArnzybrociti-or feed ,on,prganiC tus.,
iet rniY4 'ibii several differinfiriodeS-of; feeding as- _

. Stone ym :411Yfilinder;:Soft:bOdied insects .with
fairly long, .antenriae:::Mbst,cheriCteriSliC'are the two

r:cerCierire 414 !Of' ifie abdOcrien.'
Adult are drab; soft lec(ingeats-With-a;Slencier; flattened

i'aretisSuallYelong4*ted...-86ineSpeeies,
however, are wingless. ;Tile adulfs: aralspOrit ,flieri andare usually
_fiiicintiin4trearn: -.yeijetation,--Ylnere'-5theY priayfeed on

*nth.
. .

Lf
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Caddisflies
Trichoptera

Caddisflies are one of the largest grqups of aquatic insects and
are found in' all types of aquatic habitats. Many are remarkable
for their casemaking-behavior: They construct shelters of small
stones, sticks, or plant fragments which are carried about by the
insect. Other stream-inhabiting caddisflg larvae construct nets of
silk whichtrap small food particles in/the current. Trichoptera
larvae'tynically feed on algae or decaying plant material, but
some-are-Ciirn- iiipirodi'Most complete their development in a
single year. Casemaking larvae are easily recognized by their
characteristic eases. The typical caddisfly larva is a fleshy worm-
like insect resembling a caterpillar. There are usually small hoots
at the end of the abdomen and slender finger-like gills on its
sides.

Adult caddisflies are fairly small, dull-colored, insects which
resemble.moths.jThe wings are hairy and held over the body;
the antennae are typically long and slender. Most are nocturnal
in habits and found near water. Occasionally, great numbers of
adult caddisflieS emerge from rivers.

Dobsonflies, Fishflies, and Alderflies
lleuroptei.a or Megaloptera

Larvae of these insects can be found in lakes, rivers, and
streams throughout the world. Some species are the largest
aquatic insects likely to be encountered. The great majority are
predaceous. Larval dobsonflies and fishflies are called hell-
grammites and are often found on submerged logs. The larvae
are elongate, slender, soft-bodied insects often having large
niandibles..There are usually slender filaments- projecting from
'the abdomen, and the body may terminate in a single filament.

Adults are never very common and are found nocturnally near
bodies of water. They have fairly large, many-veined wings which
are held over the soft body. Most have long antennae and large
mandibles. The adults are short-lived.

Moths
Lepidoptera

A few species of moths are truly aquatic in 'their larval stage.
The caterpillars may be found among rocks ir. streams but most
are associated with aquatic plants. These species are found in
silk shelters on the undersurfaces of the leaves. All aquatic
Lepidoptera feed on plant material of some sort.

The larvae ale typical caterpillars in appearance. Some have
finger-like gills on the abdomen. The adult moths are usually
quite small and grey.or brown in color.,

Flies
Dipteia

Fly larvae occur in virtually every imaginable type of aquatic
habitatfrom cold streams to hot springs. Some even inhabit
natural petroleum pools. A number of species are found in
coastal marine waters. Larvae feed on many types of plant,
animal, and detrital food; even closely-related species can 'show
large differences in - ceding habits. The larvae of Diptera-maybe
found buried in bottom mud or gravel, under stones, attached to
vegetation, or free-swimming. Many species are able to complete
two or more senerations in a single year.

Among the large number of flies possessing aquatic juvenile
stages are a number that are important to humans. Mosquito
larvae-occur world-wide in northern areas. Deerfly and horsefly'

`larvae occur in salt and freshwater swamps, marshes, and ponds

42 ,9 r
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inmady.parts'of the,1*rid:L-atval midges (called "biting
punkies" or: " -no-see- urns ") can bd,:ftiUddidlakei,tivers, and
Seashdre ,areas. :Besides" being' Wipes, peSti;=thany- of the adults df
these,gidiips are vectors' of VetYltripoitalit hUmadatid
disea;seiStiCh as yellow fevet;;Malatia; arid`abthr*..

Different kirids.dEflY taivae ShoW a.Wkle,tange.of body sizes
andihiPes.XyPiCally, they-are- so_
which lack jointed legs, though a, VarietY,df appendages
can.be'foithd. The-head is ofteri teduCed'or absent altogether.

-Milk flies are faMiliar insects. They possess only one pair of
wings,and many are skillful; rapid fliers.

Titi,e'Buss
'Hemp era.

Most-atilfi?':driee;Swinimirigt"ftrue,-.insICtIlilicoethwitersbzhtma:
bugs can be found in water habitats.

boatmen,
,;:_,,,a44:*.rIt'!:Ytf.,12,ti:.-(-',:tati6-1-.1--,Isiimo:iphabit

the6adriiitihi;!,nue,"0#191.'s;au,a,

,,, :Weiiia, lifijOiltY,-Of , aquatic

:SOitie-; fil5eci*P:4,ArF'a,--1',---.jEia,if.in'de which h4iefich5,04 L'b1W en-IseAv'e"!91"'t -iidation.,them distasteful` i*I0j*i*.:°'4:.9
1;esemble the adult'id9cii,

cil'91.'-';'11*5'6411eer::::,t'era,POiiess a pointed1?ugs (#: '1:.0:: 6,1' itctipitit,:Pitsii:I.Ps9fr'toft.ruiiiso..0 si' . - M o s t . adults

-IL

Eeladk wingsarez leave -the water and fly, though
laltOget

Tikolaige groups of insects include many species which are
senile and adult stages.:

Beetles, .*

CoJeciitera
seetk ate,the -most numerous,insec rth-;:and:the-

atiOatl&Cakiiiiiera is one of thelaigeSt,grdUpS'of freshwate
insects: Triiii,:Zire found in a gieat'iangO'dUaquatic:habitats.
aivoitot4elaii;:a:: usually, inhabit cracki;-cfeViCes;
AdultkMay dCeileitiSithil*Sittiatiahe;Orlafe
Both, adults'a show .tatige,ol'aarailiiirOtS and .

herbivoidaS:edipahatiti. All achot*lee,,i000,td'idrfe,
degree,- are: atidos' IhetiC:41i10.7their?,i0Piiation.1

The jUVehililiiketlearaie titiite,.Variableiii:fdtid:TYpi011y, they
are tairlY-e1001e;;SOmeWhaf kitt-beidie:d1hSeCti with'faiilY brig
legs, itifefi-deVelciped.,iiiaddiblesi haVeLiscime

compact,
robnctid",Pi490ghaidLbddied*ihSeCtS with ivingCovers
conceili;g1heabdortieti.from 'above-i Most are able to fly, at
least on occasion.
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Study Guide
to Common Insects and Plants of Northern

New England Wetlands
whirligig Beetles

These beetles use their short, paddle- shaped middle and hind
legs for:skirrirriing across the surface of-the water and for diving
beneath ,the 'surface. Divided eyes permit them to see both .

aboviandbelow the water St the.same time while moving along
the Surface.' The larvae are carnivores; the adults are scavengers.
Mansi.of the fifty-North American species giiiioff a strong odor
whin captured. These beetles lay white, ovashaped eggs under
lily.PadS-or-pondweed leaves and stick them'to the plants with a

sUbstance.
ti

Dragonflies and Damselflies
Dragonflies hold-their paired wings in a horizontal position

while reStirig. The smaller, more delicate damselflies hold their
wings'folded and in line with,their bodies while at rest. The
dragonfly nyinph is §road with no gills. The slender damselfly
nymPh.has three feathery gills at end of the abdomen. Both
dragonflies and damielflies mate ,in flight. The female then
depoSits the eggs in the water or on a floating object where they
hatch into nymphs. The -entire life cycle.takes from threimonths
to five years, depending upon the species.

Cordgrass 0

Spartina alterniflora or cordgrass covers large area of salt
marshes where it flourishes along the edges of tidal streams and
in deep marshes. The straight stems and long, strong leaves
reach heights of 1.5 meters or more under favorable conditions.

Sedges
Sedges are grass -like plants with stems which are triangular in

cross- section and with three rows:of leaves per stem. The basal
sheath's of the leaves grow tightly to the stem.
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y pond borders amonthe,pickerel weeds,
can ;often .find: biii-reeda..Theie plants have

ClUitera:OfCliiiieli*lced:nutlets.form'mg
i-1,4:1They tailge liCheight frOm.thirtY centimeters to

The Scented White Pond Lily
Thete white and fragrant flOwers are surrounded by dark

green leaves.-with reddispurPleAmdersides. The leaves are
large, ..and nitighly:rnuncf with noichei. NuMerous insects and
other-ernaltaquatic animals use the Underside of the-s-Ili*
leaves.fOrhatching sites.

".4

Yellbw. Water. Lily
ThisT,YelloW' flower has heavier leaves and stems than

hite,-"Orad The oval - shaped leaves ke about twenty_
centifieters resPoniible f the cross-
Pnilination in theieliquatiC plants.,,-

Blue Flag
This shoivy,iblue, aquatic iris owes a good part of its beauty to

the brightly colored sepals which are larger than the petals.
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.caditilThee
This aquatic insectiis an important food source for many .

fiehis,fincliiclini-the trout. Thejarval form of the Cadclisfly con-
leaves;:bar1,4'tlwkjs,=or some other

Suital)lematitial and" liveiin that hotiie. The-larvae are _so.
diStinCtive in the4* of tube they build that they can often be
identified bjiihe,types of hausesthey occupy. Most of the
addiafly's brief life is spent in the larval-form.

'Mosquito

having had a mealotblood. The larvae are often called wigglers
Female mosqujtoes lay their eggs, in any standing water after.

because of the manner in which thiY wiggle from the surface
where they breatheto the bottom where they feed.The "'
mosquito pupa lies csose-to.thesurface of thematef with its.
back uP.tojlie.iurfateiwhere thelair tubes open intolhe atmos-

_phere: Mosquifosafe,Very hardy and can easily surviVe'many .
sorts of difficult Conditions.

Cattails .

Typhaceae
Spreading mot systems of the cattail give _rise to a rapidly

expanding population of plants in favorable marsh and waterside
erivirOnments. These plarits grow to heights of up to 2.5 meters.
The plants-provide a-habitat for insect populations throughout
the year.The plants have a staminate flower occuring on a thin
spike abcive the more commonly recognized brown pistil.

O
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Mars Adventure Chart
asina nOeties:aslioi.i.cari in each category using the film or. .

your perSOrial,knoidedge..List_alSoirelationshiPS between species..."_

, - Species Found in Northern New England Marshes

Birds' Plants Insects Mammals Reptiles Amphibians Other
i

-
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.
. . . .

.
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.

. .
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.
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iielationships... .
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Marsh Pre-Test
1. What is a marsh?

2. List five marine organisms you might commonly find living in a Northern New England
marsh.

3. - List five types ofplant life you might find in Northern New England marsheseither saltor
fresh water. 1

4. Name several contributions marshes make to humankind.

5. What values' do marshes have for animal life?

6. In what ways do humans affect the marsh?

Marsh Post-Test

Sj

1. Describd the food chains found in a marsh. You may use' a diagram if you wish.

2. How are marshes being destroyed?

3. What is being done to preserve the marshlands?

4. What types of animal and plant life may be found in the marsh? List at least ten.

5. In what ways are marshes important?

6. Should all Northern New England marshes be set aside as nature sanctuaries? Why or why
not?
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Stream Pie-Test
1. Definerecology.-

Define stream.

2. What kinds of plants and animals can you find in a stream?
P

3. .Have you ever been to a stream to study, it or play near it? If yes, describe what you
remember about the stream. Was it in the fall, winter, spring or summer?

4.. Where does a stream get its water?

5. Does'a stream change as the weather changes?

6. What is pollution? How can you tell a stream is polluted?

7. What "things do organisms need in order to live?

8,, Describe how, humans use the stream.

OEM. MMIMP IMAIMM *WOO 01. OMNI/. ON11. ONIM. .11M1. 41 M.II11, maw. ammo 11.1110

Stream Post-Test
1. ,What is a stream?

cr%

2. Name as many stream organisms as you can.Describe features which were unusual about
organisms you- found. Draw one organism.

_

3. What is adaptation?

4: Describe a food chain among organisms in the stream.

5. Name several ways you gathered information or samples from the stream.

6. List ten adjectives to describe the time you spent outdoors studying the stream.

7. Name ways in which you can tell if a stream is polluted.

8. Can you think Of a class project that would be fun to do to help others understand the
importante of streams in our environment?
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